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Abstract

(il)

Technology education i n North America has been almost exclusively a
male phenomenon. Technology education continues to be taught by males to
predominantly males. In addition to excluding females, technology education
excludes students from various ethnic, cultural, social and academic groups.
Recent revisions of technology education curricula have attempted to address
these Inequities. The resulting curricula are purported to be relevant to all
students and appropriate to the needs of society. This thesis analyzes the
extent to w h i c h curricular revisions address the inequities and appropriateness
of technology education curricula. M y analysis shows that the revised
curricula are neither suitable for nor relevant to the needs of most students.
Revised curricula support a hegemonic devotion to the 'device paradigm' which
permeates m u c h of North American culture, and such hegemony Is a barrier to
the development of a form of technological literacy w h i c h may empower
students to influence rather than simply participate i n technological
developments. The curricula examined do not explicate the paradigms In
w h i c h they are situated, nor do they address fundamental questions s u c h as:
What purpose should education serve i n society? and. What role should
technology education play i n education generally?
Paradigms of traditional and current technology education curricula are
identified and elements of critical, Freirian and feminist pedagogy are proposed
as promising ways of countering hegemony in education. Since other academic
areas may well suffer from similar inequities, and may share the hegemony of
technology education, the issues raised In this thesis may be generalizable to
other subject areas i n education.
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Chapter I:

Introduction

1

A. Purpose and Problems
This thesis Is a n exploratory study of 'technology' education' curricula,
w i t h particular reference to the conceptual frameworks of the British Columbia
Ministry of Education, and the International Technology Education Association.
The purpose of the study is to identify and analyze fundamental problems
relating to technology education curricula and technology education, to
determine the basis of those problems and to consider alternative pedagogies
w h i c h might more effectively address the problems. The problems w h i c h are
identified are as follows:
1.

Technology education has traditionally been a course of
study offered at the secondary level, appealing mainly to
under-achieving boys, and with notable absences of females
and a variety of other students.

2.

Technology education has focused on certain industrial
technologies of the public sphere (employment related
technologies) to the exclusion of technologies of the private
sphere, and of technologies of Immediate relevance and
importance to many students.

3.

Technology education has been devoted to teaching

Technology education Is now widely used to refer to the courses and programs
which have been prevlousty known as industrial education. In the public schools,
industrial education has prlniarlfy included studies In shops in which students use tools
and acquire skills relating to automoUve, drafting, woodwork, metalwork and electronics.
Common views of technology education are consistent with common views of technology
as knowledge, skills, processes and artefacts associated with the commercial production
of goods and services.

technical skills and knowledge related to the production of
artefacts and has contributed little to the achievement of
forms of critical technological literacy which would
empower students to significantly influence technological
developments.
Recent curricular revisions i n British Columbia and elsewhere have
attempted to address some of these problems. In this study, 1 explore several
major questions with particular reference to revised curricula. The questions
relating to the curricula are:
1.

Do the curricula provide a basis for technology education
w h i c h is appropriate for all students at all grade levels?

2.

Do the curricula provide a basis for technology education
which addresses the everyday private and public needs of
students?

3.

Are the curricula likely to help create forms of socially
constructive technological literacy?

M y analysis reveals several shortcomings of the revised curricula and i n
so doing, raises fundamental questions relating to the assumptions a n d values
w h i c h form the context for the design and implementation of technology
education curricula. The curricula are examined to determine the extent to
w h i c h the underlying assumptions and values are stated or implied, and the
implications of those assumptions and values are considered.

B. Background
For several reasons. Industrial education curricula i n many countries
world-wide have recently been undergoing extensive revision. There is
considerable pressure on educators to respond to corporate a n d economic
agendas which claim to require a n increasingly competent and competitive
workforce. Simultaneously, there is also growing public appeal for a
'technologically literate' citizenry capable of understanding, controlling,
redirecting and limiting the complex technological developments w h i c h
simultaneously enhance and threaten h u m a n existence. In addition, dropping
enrolments i n industrial education programs, the lack of participation by a
wide range of students, and a desire by industrial educators to improve their
program status within education, have also contributed to a recognition that
industrial education programs need to be updated.
There have been a variety of responses to these pressures for change.
Recent modifications of mdustricd education curricula Include a name change to
technology education, broadening the scope of industrial education to include
newer, 'high' technologies of the industrial domain, and a shift i n teaching
methodology from a transmission orientation to a more student-centered,
problem-solving orientation.
Because the curricular changes have been made without challenging the
fundamental assumptions on which the previous curricula were based, the
revisions primarily address symptoms of problems rather than identifying and
addressing more deeply rooted structural and philosophical problems. The
curricula remain devoted to assisting i n the creation of a competent and flexible

'workforce' i n support of competitive production of consumer goods and
services and do not address questions about the appropriate role of technologyeducation i n the establishment or maintenance of political a n d economic
systems. A s k i n g s u c h questions might provide a basis for resolving some of the
deeper rooted problems such as the apparent conflict between technological
development a n d the maintenance of stable ecosystems. Similarly, a
consideration of the appropriate role of technology education i n addressing
sexism, classlsm, and racism i n society generally might lead to curricula which
Is effective i n dealing with such discrimination, rather than focusing on
S3miptoms of the problems such as the lack of participation by various groups
i n technology education programs. Without evaluating the underlying values
a n d assumptions of the former or the revised curricula, there is little reason to
be confident that revised curricula will address fundamental problems
associated with the former industrial education curricula. Although many of
the curricular changes may be legitimately viewed as improvements, the
changes are primarily cosmetic and changing the name from

industrial

education to technology education may i n Itself be problematic If the tenets of
the previous industrial education are obscured by the rhetoric of technology
education.
Notwithstanding the attempted philosophical change from

industrial

education to technology education, the revised curricula fall to substantially
broaden the scope of technology beyond the industrial^ technologies of the

Industrial technologies include primarily those technologies relating to the
production of commodities.

public sphere^. Many of the technologies of both the 'private' .sphere and
'non-industrial' technologies of the 'public' sphere are ignored. Major emphasis
of both the previous and the revised curricula is on making artefacts and
systems, and the acquisition of skills and knowledge related to industrial tools,
machlneiy, and processes of production.
Problem-solving is emerging as a recommended pedagogy, replacing the
previous focus on transmission oriented learning and teaching. The problemsolving prescribed i n the curriculum relates principally to solving technical
problems relating to the production of goods and services. There is little i n the
curricula that would encourage problematizing* the need for the artefacts or
systems i n the first place, considering alternative ways of doing things, or
changing behaviour and values that could result i n a decreased production of
iinnecessary commodities.

C. Writer's Perspectives
(i)

As a Female

A s one of only three women i n technology education i n British Columbia,

'PubUc' sphere technologies are those technologies which are normally associated
with earning a living. They include the commonly recognized technologies of engineering,
welding, robotics, etc. as well as less obvious technologies such as those associated with
food production, public health, or service/repair technologies. The 'private* sphere
technologies refers to those technologies which are utilized In the everyday private/family
Uves of individuals. Ebcamples of private sphere technologies are the technologies of
personal transportation, cooking, cleaning, sanitation, and technologies of caring.
* Freire (1989a) uses the term problematize to describe a form of dialogue in which
the students and the teacher/student work to identliy substantive political, social, or
personal problems which. If resolved will create a more equitable, humane and livable
society. Such problematlzing involves making decisions on actions designed to resolve the
issues, and includes taking action to resolve the issues.

my perspectives are that of a wliite, heterosexual, North American, lower-class,
female educator i n a n area of education where white, heterosexual. North
American, middle-class, male experiences are taken as the norm ^. M y
perspectives vary from the norm as they are shaped by my gender experiences,
as well as my lower socioeconomic experiences, particularly as a child a n d as a
young adult. Hence, I see technology education from the perspective of one
who has wrestled with the oppression associated with both gender and class. I
became sensitive to the ways i n w h i c h gender and class have limited my access
to education a n d to emplojnnent opportunities. Although I have often felt
disadvantaged by both my gender a n d my class, I feel particularly advantaged
with respect to the value of those experiences i n providing a n important
perspective from which to view technology education curricula.

(ii)

Aa an Industrial Worker

M y perspectives of technology education are also Informed by over
twenty years of experience working i n industry. M y employment history
Includes work as a telephone operator, draftsperson, residential designer,
building inspector, provincial factory Inspector, labour relations officer, h u m a n
rights officer and Canada safety officer. In the last eight years of my work, I
inspected a wide range of Industries i n a variety of workplaces. Including homes

According to the British Columbia Technology Teacher Education Association, as
of April 1992 there were 1100 industrial/technology educators in BrlUsh Columbia.
Although about two dozen women have entered the program In the past two decades,
currently there are only three women in the field of technology educaUon - two female
industrial/technology educaUon teachers and one full-time female graduate student
(ntyself).

of women knitting Cowlchan sweaters, fields tended by immigrant farmworkers,
offices, retail stores, construction sites, manufacturing assembly plants,
garment factories, autobody shops, foundries, pulp mills, saw mills, mines,
railyards, shipyards, airplane hangars, and grain elevators.
M y experience i n industry has made me aware of the vast array of
workplace technologies, i n contrast to the relatively narrow range of
technologies addressed i n both the traditional industrial education curricula
and the revised technology education curricula. I a m particularly sensitive to
the existence of important private sphere technologies s u c h as those associated
with maintaining a home and caring for children, and non-traditional industrial
'workplaces' s u c h as those involving home-based Industries and agricultural
workplaces.
During my training at the British Columbia Institute of Technology
(BCIT), the Industrial Education program was unofficially renamed Technology
Bklucatton. The change was described by the instructors as a n attempt to make
the subject matter suitable for all students. The primary changes from the
previous program involved the introduction of robotics and computer assisted
drafting. Based on my experience, these were relatively specialized areas of
'industry' and it was difficult for me to appreciate how these changes would
make the curriculum relevant to the needs of all students. Whenever I
attempted to resolve my views with those of the instructors, my questions were
either ignored or dismissed as 'naive' or 'unnecessarily troublesome'. I presume
that my differing views of the world stem from factors w h i c h go beyond my
experience i n industry since many of my male instructors a n d classmates also

had worked i n industry.
(iii)

As a Technology Educator
It must be odd
to be a mtnorUy
he ivas saying.
I looked around
and didn't see any.
So I said
Yeah
it must be.
(Yamada, 1976. as quoted i n T r i n h . 1989. p.79)

When I arrived at BCIT, i n September of 1988.1 was looking forward to a
new chapter of my life. I was among forty-five classmates ~ all male except for
myself and one other female. Students were asked why they chose the
program, a n d many of them stated that they were i n the program because they
had been Injured on the job, or could no longer take the physical demands of
their trades. Others stated that they were i n the program because "it was good
pay with lots of vacation". Because of my experience and interest i n house
design and building inspection, I enroled as a student teacher In the
'accelerated' program of Industrial Education Teacher Education (lETE) at the
British Columbia Institute of Technology (BCIT)^, with the expectation of
teaching architectural drafting at the high school level. M y p l a n was to get a
teaching certificate as soon as possible.
In BrlUsh Columbia, students with 'trades' experience are permitted to teach after
two years of the lETE training In the 'accelerated program*. The first part of the program
is a "hands-on* technical component which is taught at the British Columbia Institute of
Technology. This is an intensive program which can be completed in twelve months,
however, most students finish the technical component after they have found teaching
positions. The next phase of the program is a pedagogical component, again a twelvemonth program, which is completed at the University of British Columbia. Students are
then eligible to teach technology education with a Staxidard Teaching Certificate. My work
experience was considered equivalent to a *trades' background and I was admitted to the
accelerated program.

O n the first day of classes, two male colleagues took me aside and
explained to me that ladies had no business being i n the industrial education
program and that I should not come back the next day. I was told politely, but
bluntly that industrial education was a 'man's world'. I thought that this would
be a n isolated Incident and that these reasonable men would quickly appreciate
having a women i n the program.

However, this was just a n introduction to the

sexism, harassment and isolation that I faced i n the program. Up to this point
I was focused on becoming a teacher i n my 'specialty' area and was not
particularly concerned about the program's content, its relevance to the needs
of students, or about its role i n education generally. My experience as a tone
female i n a technology education teacher education program, taught
exclusively by males, eventually forced me to consider s u c h questions.
It became clear to me that women were not welcome i n the program.
W i t h i n two months, the other woman quit the program and she told me that
she could not tolerate the sexism of her colleagues and said that her decision to
quit was precipitated by a n automotive teacher at a local high school telling her
that a female would never be hired to teach automotive^. Because m u c h of my
working experience was In non-traditional jobs where I was the only female, I
had already endured similar sexism i n those jobs. I had also worked as a n
investigator of h u m a n rights violations on others, including sexism. Although
my experience helped me to endure the sexism of the teacher education
program, the sexism was painful and extremely demoralizing.

This other woman In the program at BCIT had considerable experience with work
on automobiles. Her father and brother were also both automotive mechanics.

I had been looking forward to being In technology education, which I had
presumed to be a field that would both welcome women a n d be sensitive to the
problems of gender discrlmmatlon. However, there was so little i n the program
that related to my life as a woman, the only places where I felt comfortable were
the drafting room and the women's washroom. Considering the attitudes of my
Instructors and classmates towards women, and the treatment that I
experienced, I often wondered why there was a women's washroom.
The facilities included industrial drafting labs, wood, metal, automotive
and electronics shops, and the equipment was primarily heavy industrial tools
a n d machinery. The benches were high and whenever I struggled with a large
piece of equipment I tried to rationalize how I could convince a little grade 8 girl
or boy that using s u c h machines and learning such skills were meaningful to
their lives.
One of the projects that I worked on, taking apart a n d reassembling a
lawnmower engine, accentuated my difficulty i n seeing the relevance of the
program to the needs of students. I asked myself why students should be
concentrating on s u c h types of skill development when I could see more urgent
a n d significant technological Issues which could be addressed: Could students
not consider why some people live i n big houses and have big lawns? Should
people plant ferns, mosses or other plants that would make lawnmowers
obsolete? Could some lawn space be better utilized to help provide food for the
hungry? Could we be depleting the earth's natural resources a n d polluting the
air a n d our lungs with toxic emissions from the fuel used to cut the grass?
Other Issues were going through my head as well. Would lawnmower engines

be more Interesting to boys than girls, or more interesting to Caucasians than
Orientals? Was this a middle-class activity? Could lawnmowers or lawnmower
engines catch the attention of a student who lives i n a n apartment, who has
been abused at home or on the street, and has come to school hungry?
I had similar feelings about my own specialty, drafting. We spent a n
inordinate amount of time learning to use AutoCAD, a sophisticated and
expensive computer assisted drafting program. This was not what I had
anticipated that teaching drafting i n high school would be about. I had
envisioned that at the high school level students would be learning about
drafting and housing i n a m u c h broader sense than merely learning how to
draw a prescribed cabin or a plan for a n imaginary house. It seemed to me
that students could be challenged to consider such issues as: u r b a n planning;
housing needs for singles, families, seniors, the poor; design of living spaces for
children, adults, the physically challenged; design of housing as a n artform;
alternative methods of sewage and garbage handling; and alternative forms of
housing. I envisioned that students would be encouraged to explore and
critique the existing concepts of housing and use drafting as a subject area
where they could create options that made sense to them and to those they
may be designing for. I was learning to teach students technical h a n d and
computer skills which I felt had only a remote connection to the real needs and
aspirations of students.
Although we were constantly being reminded that technology education
should be part of the general education for all students, my own experience In
the l E T E program led me to question whether technology education as It Is

currently being taught was appropriate for any student. It seemed that 1 was
being trained to teach male-oriented vocational skills and knowledge that might
help a few boys decide on and pursue trades-related careers.
I observed a form of antl-lntellectuallsm in many of my Instructors and
classmates. They demonstrated resistance and resentment to any form of
philosophical issue or intellectual discourse. It became apparent to me why
s u c h a narrow range of students, primarily under-achieving boys, were taking
technology education électives.
Although the technology Instructors insisted that technology education
was not intended to prepare students for the needs of 'industry', my experience
i n industry led me to believe that the skills and training that technology
education offered were m u c h too specific and narrow to achieve any other end.
Routinely, we were reminded that industry needed 'critical thinkers' and
'problem-solvers'. We were introduced to a linear problem-solving process
designed to solve technical problems and we were required to prepare design
briefs to demonstrate our analytic and problem-solving skills. For example, a
problem-solving project which took a great deal of our time and effort was to
design and build a vehicle which was powered by a mousetrap. Discussion of
the project focused on which vehicle looked better, moved faster, a n d went
lurther. There was no consideration of how such problem-solving might lead to
a process s u c h as problematlzing which might help resolve Issues arising from
consideration of social, political, or environmental effects of the technologies of
travel. The Instructors did not, however, discuss with us the type of thinking
and problem-solving that might be useful for the everyday needs of students.

D. Theoretical Perspectives
My personal experiences as a female i n Industry, and i n technology
education, are neither dramatic nor isolated. Critiques of society, technology,
and education, particularly by feminist writers, mirror my own experiences.

As

men have appropriated the positions of power i n society, social consciousness
is produced through men's "images, vocabularies, concepts, knowledge and
methods of knowing the world" (Smith, 1991, p. 233). A s a result, the concept
of 'generic h u m a n ' underlies m u c h of contemporary dialogue. Speaking
specifically about education, teachers and classrooms, Ellsworth (1989) argues
that humans are not 'generic' at all:
The term defines a discursive category predicated on the mythical norm,
namely: young. White. Christian, middle-class, heterosexual, ablebodies, thin, rational man. Gender, race, class, and other differences
become only variations on or additions to the generic h u m a n "undemeath we are all the same"....There is no consideration of how
voices of. for example. White women, students of colour, disabled
students. White men against masculinlst culture, and fat students will
necessarily be constructed in opposition to the teacher/institution when
they tiy to chcinge the power imbalances they inhabit In their dalty lives.
Including their schools, (p. 310)
Gaskell & McLaren (1991) suggest that "our very conception of
education, of what counts as Important knowledge and good pedagogy, has a
male bias" (p. 222). They contend that the selection of knowledge a n d
pedagogies have everything to do with gender power relations as "some people
have more power than others to include 'their' knowledge i n the curriculum" (p.
222). Since it is men who have the power i n society and i n curriculum
development, curricula are designed by men, about men, and for men. Gaskell
& McLaren (1991), i n summarizing conclusions drawn by J a n e Roland Martin
regarding curriculum, state that:

The curriculvim has been designed to prepéire men for the public and
"productive" spheres of work and citizenship....It has ignored the private
and "reproductive" spheres of famlfy, love, intimacy, for these [are] the
domains of women. Women and women's concerns (do) not belong In
the pubhc world of the school, or if they [do], they [belong] onfy as long
as women [are] willing to adopt a masculine stance, and give up the
feminine, at least while they [are] there, (p. 225)
S m i t h (1991) maintains that to change the male-biased forms of
thoughts and knowledge i n education, requires a n examination and critique of
the social construction of male knowledge as valuable while female knowledge
is relegated to the margins:
We are confronted virtually with the problem of relnvenUng the world of
knowledge, of thought, of ssnnbols and images, not of course by
repudiating everything that has been done but by subjecting it to
exacting scrutiny and criticism from the position of women as subject (or
knower). This means, for example, claiming the right to examine
literature from the perspective of women....We caimot just turn our
backs...by opting for membership in an elite whose ideological forms
claim spurious unlversahty. (p. 253)
Some feminist critiques (eg. Franklin. 1990; Menzles, 1989, Rothschild,
1988; Wajcman, 1991) look at the social Interests that structure the knowledge
a n d practices of technology and technology education. Wajcman (1991) argues
that:
...technologies reveal the societies that Invent and use them, thetr
noUons of social status and distributive justice. In so far as technology
currently reflects a man's world, the struggle to tiansform it demands a
transformation of gender relations, (p. 166)
The selection and transmission of knowledge In educational Institutions Is
shaped by "the social environment of individuallstically oriented advanced
industrial economies like our own" (Apple, 1990, p. 157). It follows that to
understand the reciprocity between the 'social environment' and technology,
necessitates some form of technological literacy. Technological literacy would
Involve examining social and political influences that determine what

technologies are developed, how they are developed, and who is advantaged and
disadvantaged by technological developments. This form of technological
literacy emphasizes citizenship rather than serving economic needs and
underscores technological 'critique' as a significant aspect of technological
literacy. Technological literacy as advocated i n schools, may not have this
emphasis. Rothschild (1988) states that technological literacy i n general
education courses is aimed at teaching non-scientific and non-technological
students "requisite knowledge and skills of things mathematical, scientific, and
technological to function i n a technologically-oriented world" (p. 75). In current
technology education curricula, notions of technological literacy include
technological 'knowledge' and technological 'capability, while overlooking
technological 'critique' (Down, 1986; Fensham, 1991). Adding a critical
dimension to technological literacy ought to empower both female and male
students to consider alternatives to existing male-biased technological
structures and processes which influence almost every aspect of their private
and public lives.

E. Curricula Examined
Two recently revised technology education curricula are specifically
commented on: A Conceptual Framework for Technology Education of the
International Technology Education Association, of the United States (ITEA
1990); and. Technology Ekiucation, Primary - Graduation,
Assessment

Curriculum

/

Learning Guide of British Columbia (BC, 1991). These curricula

are referred to as the ITEA and B C curricula, respectively. The ITEA

curriculum has particular relevance for two reasons. Firstly, the I T E ^ Is one of
the largest professional organizations for technology educators, a n d has an
international membership. Secondly, the ITEA conceptual framework, which is
a n update of the Jackson's

Mill Industrial Arts Curriculum Theory (Snyder and

Hales, 1981) written a decade earlier , has been used as a model for most, if
not all. North American technology education curricula^. The British
Columbia Technology Education Association Is a n affiliate member of this
larger umbrella organization. The revised B C technology education curriculum,
which has recently been adopted by the British Columbia Ministry of
Education, is the local curriculum. The B C curriculum is to be mandated for
all students, from kindergarten to grade 12 i n 1995.

F. Assumptions
Several premises underlie this thesis. One is that there are no inherent
qualities of technology which make it gendered. Another is that there is no
significant biological basis to the notion that females are 'not technological', or
that any particular technology is unsuitable for females. This thesis adds
support to the view that, although technology itself is not inherently gendered,
the tools and processes of technology have been socially constructed as
gendered. Because technology education operates within the context of
technological activity generally, the gendered nature of technology is reflected i n
technology education.

^ BriUsh Columbia, for example, has followed the four-cluster content model of the
ITEA curriculum with minor modifications In terminology. The simllarlUes of the models
will be discussed In Chapter 3.

Comments made about social/political issues s u c h as classism or
ethnocentricity, are also made on the basis that class related technologies or
ethnic related technologies are also social constructions. In a similar vein, it is
assumed that, although academic ability of the student may influence the
pedagogy of education, the appropriateness of participating i n technology
education or the appropriateness of studying any particular aspect of
technology education is not predetermined by academic ability. This latter
point may be particularly relevant, considering that technology education i n the
public schools, when offered as a n elective, has mainly attracted underachieving boys.

G. Limitations
This thesis focuses on three issues In technology education: Gender
bias, a n emphasis on industrial technologies, and the lack of emphasis on a
critical technological literacy. In focusing on only three problem areas, this
thesis may well ignore other important problem areas within technology
education. In highlighting gender bias i n technology education curricula, other
biases s u c h as racial, class, and age biases are commented on, b u t further
analyses are required to substantively address those biases. Although this
thesis concludes that gender bias is a significant problem i n technology
education, it does not claim that gender bias is necessarily the most
problematic bias i n technology education.
I have used a broad brush to t i y to present a n overall picture of several
problems with technology education curricula. Because my perspectives and

views are not necessarily representative of the wide range of citizens who are
affected by technology education. Input from others with a multiplicity of
Interests a n d Ufa experiences Is requfred In order to derive a more holistic
understanding of the implications of technology education curricula.
This thesis comments significantly on only two curriculum documents,
a n d both are North American. Within North America, there may well be
significant variations i n curricula and pedagogy from those contemplated i n the
documents focused on i n this study. The great diversity of cultures w h i c h exist
worldwide also suggests that conclusions drawn from this study may not be
relevant to technology education curricula developed i n other countries.
Although some of the problems identified as being associated with the
technology education curricula which are examined may be generalizable,
analysis of a broad spectrum of curricula may be necessary to determine the
extent to which conclusions drawn from this thesis are generalizable.

Such

studies may also assist i n determining the validity of conclusions drawn from
this thesis.
Although I a m critical of technology education curricula, the partisan
a n d partial nature of technology education which I identify may not result from
conscious efforts by technology educators or curriculum developers, but from
unconsciousness :
[Educators] flrmfy believe tliat as long as they are not conscious of any
bias or political agenda, they are neutral and objective, when in fact they
are only unconscious. (Namenwlrth, 1986. quoted in Lather, 1991. p.
106)

H. Significance
This thesis Identifies several problems associated with technology
education curricula and suggests strategies which may assist i n dealing with
those problems. The identification of a gender bias i n technology education
a n d clarification of the basis of that bias may help technology teachers to
eliminate the bias. Although it may be obvious to technology teachers that few
girls participate i n technology education, it may not be Avidely understood that
the lack of participation may have its foundation i n the gender bias associated
with both the design and the implementation of curricula. Elucidating and
addressing gender bias i n technology education curricula may also serve as a
guide to addressing racism, classism, and ageism i n technology education
curricula.
Another practical outcome of this thesis is that it provides information
w h i c h may be useful i n designing technology education curricula w h i c h are
relevant to the needs and interests of a broader range of students t h a n is
currently being served. This thesis may help promote the inclusion of
appropriate forms of critical technological literacy i n curricula. Including
critical technological literacy may make the curricula more relevant, a n d may
serve to help empower students to control and direct technology a n d thereby
reduce the life-threatening side effects of technological developments.
In addition to its practical significance, this thesis has theoretical
implications for educational studies. In identifying and critiquing the
assumptions and values which underlie technology education curricula, some
of the inter-relationships between societal values and technology education are

clarified. Knowledge of those Inter-relatlonshlps may be a useful reference for
examining the societal significance of underlying values a n d assumptions In
other curriculum areas.

I. Overview of Thesis
This thesis Includes a n examination of both literature about technology
a n d technology education, and examines two technology education curriculum
documents, primarily from feminist perspectives.

Feminist critiques of

technology and technology education mainly focus on how gender, race,
ethnicity, age, and sexual orientation are integral to the power relations of
technology and technology education. These critiques query liberal democratic
industrial societies' blind devotion to technology as they examine the injustices
a n d exploitation resulting from that technology. In addition to the voices of
these writers, my own voice weaves i n and out of the thesis to reflect a
perspective associated with my gender, class, industrial work experiences, and
technology teacher training experiences.
Industrial education has historically served to convey the kinds of skills
a n d knowledge which were developed during the Capitalist Revohttiorf.

As

long as industrial education focused on traditional knowledge and skflls related

® Many writers use the terms Industrial Revolution and Scientific Revolution to
denote the period in European history between the fifteenth and seventeenth centuries.
This period in history also corresponds with the rise of capitalism. I suggest that the rapid
growth of capitalism as a social structure which allowed the 'pooling of resources' in the
production of materials and devices better characterizes and exposes the nature of the
transformations which took place during that period. To suggest that advances In science
and/or technology were suddenly mature enough to provide a basis for the mass
production of goods is a construction which denies many centuries of human history and
contributes to a scientific and technological elitism.

to manufacturing, it was possible to define the subject areas of industrial
education a n d perhaps to determine what knowledge and skills would
contribute to the ability to 'make things' or at least 'do things' w i t h i n those
subject areas. Areas like woodwork, automotive, drafting, metalwork, and later
areas s u c h as electronics, helped provide definitions of industrial education
a n d premises upon which curriculum could be based. Commercial industries
have evolved from collections of 'trades' to networks of technologies spanning a
multitude of subject areas. At the same time, the extensive intrusion of
technology into the personal lives of almost everyone and the threats w h i c h
technology poses to the environment and to h u m a n existence have signalled a
need for a 'technologically literate' population which is capable of more than
simply 'making things'. There is also the recognition that traditional industrial
education is serving the needs of only a limited segment of the student
population. B y analyzing the content of technology éducation curricula, 1
foreground a n industrial-capitalist. North American, white, middle-class, male
bias w h i c h parallels a similar bias i n technology.
In order to understand technology education it is necessary to
understand the technological world within which technology education
operates. Chapter two of this thesis identifies the character of technology and
highfights two disparate views of technology. O n the one hand, technology
encompasses the broad range of h u m a n endeavours associated with both the
private and public lives of all citizens. O n the other hand, technology i n North
American societies is also markedly masculinized and is primarily recognizable
as the collection of knowledge, skills, processes and artefacts associated with

the production of consumer goods and services. The gendered nature a n d
production orientation of technology has a strong parallel i n technology
education. The problems and questions raised i n chapter two regarding
technology provide a framework from which to explore problems and questions
of technology education curricula.
Chapter three examines technology education i n the context of the
characterization of technology established i n chapter two and highlights
problems associated with the gender bias i n technology education, the narrow
industrial focus of the curriculum content, and the lack of emphasis o n critical
technological literacy.
In Chapter four, questions are raised regarding the possible role that
technology education could play i n exposing and challenging oppressive
ideologies. Liberal approaches of integration and mainstreaming are discussed
and these avowedly apolitical approaches are shown to be problematic because
they fail to question and challenge the Institutionalized values a n d assumptions
of technology education. More radical alternatives s u c h as critical, Freirian
and feminist pedagogies are considered as possible challenges to
androcentrism^", and other forms of oppression, social control, a n d cultural
reproduction. I suggest that reclaiming and revaluing the life experiences of
students, may promote the creation of technology education curricula w h i c h
are democratic, equitable, and empowering rather than demoralizing,
inequitable, and limiting. Technology education could be a place where

Androcentrism refers to "the predonUnance and power of the male perspective"
(Briskln, 1990. p. 23).

students can make sense of their own place i n the world. It could be a place
for liberation. It could be a place where liberation becomes a possible h u m a n
agency.
A summary of the thesis and a n examination of its implications for
technology education and for education generally Is Included In chapter five.
Questions which warrant further research are also summarized.

Chapter H : T h e character of technology
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A. Introduction
This chapter examines current literature on technology i n order to
formulate a framework for analyzing the gender-bias i n the ITEA and B C
technology education curricula. Examining the character of technology is
necessary for two reasons. Firstly, analyzing the assumptions and values on
w h i c h authoritative definitions of technology are based, assists i n
understanding how these definitions have become male-biased. Since,
technology education is based on concepts of 'technology', understanding these
common meanings provides an insight into the essence of technology education
curricula. Secondly, as there is a conspicuous absence of literature critiquing
the male-bias i n technology education, the literature critiquing the gender-bias
of technology may be useful as a basis for examining gender-bias i n technology
education. The absence of literature regarding gender-bias i n technology
education may result from the virtual absence of women i n technology
education. Literature by technology educators has focused primarily on
debates regarding the variations i n interpretations of technology a n d
technological literacy. Although these discussions do not consider the genderbias i n the interpretations of technology and technological literacy, they do
provide male technology educators' perspectives on these two concepts.

B. Overview of tlie Literature
(i)

Science, Technology and Society Literature

M u c h of the earlier writing about technology originated i n the area of
science. In 1959, the Journal, Technology and Culture, was established by the

Society for the History of Technology (SHOT), to consider the interrelationship
of technology, society, and culture (Rothschild, 1983). In the m i d 1970s, the
Science, Technology, and Society Curriculum Development Newsletter was
published to encourage discussion regarding science, technology, and society.
Since 1986, the Bulletin of Science, Technology, and Society has been published
as the journal of the science, technology, and society (STS) movement.

A

cursory examination of these journals Indicates that the primary emphasis is
on 'science' and 'society', with 'technology' frequently depicted as little more
t h a n 'applied science'.

(ii)

Industrial/Teclinology Education Literature

Although science has been claiming a close connection with technology
for several decades, 'technology' has only recently been claimed by industrial
educators to represent the subject area of their p r o g r a m s U n t i l the current
move by industrial educators to revise their curricula, and rename them
'technology education', the examination of the relationship between technology
a n d society has not been included i n their curricula. Society and technology
issues have not been included i n previous industrial education journals, and
are given only minimal attention i n the current technology education journals.
In the writings of technology educators, the prevalent view of technology is that
of a field preoccupied with the devices of 'high technology' i n the industrial

Technology has often been depicted as applied science. It Is commonly held that
science creates the theoretical basis for invention and technological development. Such
an interpretation is inconsistent with the notion that technology preceded science as it is
known today, and that technological 'development' can occur Independentiy of science and
may even provide a basis for scientific advancement.

domain of the public sphere. As a n example, The Technology Teacher, the
teacher oriented publication of the International Technology Education
Association (ITEA), is filled with articles on lasers, robotics, linking the
classroom with N A S A modularized technology labs. Integrating industrialtechnology with other subject areas, and teacher-designed, technical problemsolving activities for students.
The concept of technological literacy has received significant attention
over the past few years by technology educators (Blankenbaker a n d Miller,
1987; DeVore, 1991; I T E A 1991; Lewis and Gagel, 1992, Sanders, 1986).
Technology educators associate technology and technological literacy with
public sphere. Nevertheless, there appears to be little consensus, among
technology educators, regarding both the definitions of technology and
technological literacy.

(iii)

General Critiques

Critiquing the historical, social, and philosophical perspectives of
technology is a relatively recent undertaking (Rothschild, 1988; Wajcman,
1991). There is a growing body of Uterature addressing the relationship between
technology and class power relations with the political, economic, and social
structures i n industrial-capitalist societies (Bijker, Hughes, and Pinch, 1987;
Borgmann, 1984; EUul, 1964; Grant, 1986; Heidegger, 1962; Ihde, 1990; Illich,
1973; MacKenzie and Wajcman, 1985; Pacey, 1983, 1990; Telch, 1990; Winner,
1986). However, these critiques generally do not consider other power
relations, s u c h as gender and race to be significant to understanding the

character of technology. This literature explicates concepts s u c h as the device
paradigm^^, vdiue-neutral technology, and the promise of technology, and
underscores the urgent need for technologically literate citizenry, if h u m a n k i n d
a n d this planet are to survive current exponential and virtually uncontrolled
technological developments.

(iv)

Feminist Literature

The absence of women i n literature on technology and technology
education is notable. A literature review by Rothschild (1983) of the journal
Technology and Culture, revealed that there were only four articles relating to
women and technology within a twenty-four year period. Rothschild (1988)
comments on this scarcity of women's perspectives i n the current journals:
Not only have women been omitted from the literature; feminist perspectives
have been missing as well. Feminist perspectives bring an approach to
knowledge that is holistic, that is grounded in the experiential, seeking to draw
on the total human experience and transcend the subject-object spilt of much of
traditional Western scholarship, (p. 3)
The Journal of Technology Education (the scholarly journal of the ITEA). has not
had one article relating to technology and women to date. The editor of the
j o u r n a l of the British Columbia Technology Educators' Association. VIEW, did
consider the possibility of printing a n article that I had written o n the male-bias
i n the revised British Columbia technology education curriculum document.

There are many variations on the term paradigm. Borgmann (1984) uses the term
taterchangeably with pattern. A common interpretation is one offered by Kuhn (1970)
which he uses to denote any component of the assemblage of beliefs, values and
asstimptions shared by any particular community. Lather (1991) cautions that defining
paradigm as a discrete and definable entity may not be an adequate method of describing
an ambiguous world.

Although not personally opposed to printing the article, he expressed concerns
about the possible backlash to the article from other technology educators as
he felt that 'they were not ready to deal with gender'. Consequently, my article
was not printed i n VIEW.
The form of silencing that I experienced is typical for women i n nontraditional areas. Rothschild (1988) explains the absence of literature by
women who enter male-dominated areas:
"...for the few women in these fields acceptance of the traditional canons and
values [isl Integral to their entry, even to the lowest levels. Under these
circumstances, they [are] unlikely to be inclined to challenge the methods and
received wisdom of the [male] fraternity, (p. 5)
Regardless of overt and veiled forms of silencing, since the 1970s, feminists
have examined the roles of women i n science, mathematics, a n d the trades.
Studies of women and technology are relatively recent (Cockbum, 1985; Corea,
1979; Faulkner and Arnold, 1985; Franklin, 1990; Kramarae, 1988; Menzies,
1989; McNeil, 1987; Rothschild, 1983, 1988; Wajcman, 1991). The few books
Avritten by women on technology are primarily edited collections a n d are "much

less theoretically developed than those which have been articulated i n relation
to science" (Wajcman, 1991, p. 15). However, feminist literature presents quite
different perspectives on technology from the perspectives offered by most men.
There Is no unified feminist voice on technology because there are a variety of
different types of feminisms. Nevertheless, feminist writers do appear to be i n
concert i n their belief that men's monopoly of technology has been appropriated
by a few privileged males who exercise technology as a principal source of
domination and power over other people, including other males.
Although m u c h of the feminist literature addresses debates about the

effects of technology on society (particularly on women i n society),
contemporary literature by feminists is turning the debate around to look at
some effects of society on technology (McNeil, 1987; Wajcman, 1991). Feminist
critiques, as well as some male critiques, have inquired into: the history of the
gendering of technology; the gendered definitions of technology; the gendering
of tools, machines and skills; the assumed value-neutrality of technology; and,
the gender power relations of the Institutional structures that support
technological developments. Examination of these issues, discloses that
technology is socially constructed, and that the social construction of
technology has a strong male bias.
Analyzing the gender power relations that define the prevailing
knowledge and practices of technology, identifying what has been omitted, and
recovering what has been excluded, ought to assist i n broadening definitions of
technology. In addition, the notion of value-neutral technology may illuminate
the 'device paradigm' that Borgmann (1984) suggests we have been lulled Into
accepting. Unmasking the power and interests of the few who control
technology should provide a basis for social action towards a more equitable
society:
Rather than seeing technology as the key to progress or, more recently, the road
to ecological or mllitaiy destruction, the social shaping approach provides scope
for human agency and political intervention. (Wajcman, 1991, p. 163)
S u c h critiques of technology challenge us to rethink and question assumptions
about technology, technology education, and society. Including female
experience In considerations of technology widens current perspectives from
male perspectives to human perspectives.

S u c h broadened perspectives may be

synergistic i n creating a n understanding that is greater than the s u m of its
female a n d male 'parts'. Including other voices that have also been excluded
from the dialogue on technology (e.g. students, impoverished people, people i n
developing coimtries, aboriginal people) would further enhance the dialogue on
technology.

C. Correcting the Record
The history of technology portrays men's history. Like m u c h of the early
literature about women and science, recovering women's history i n technology
has been the focus of m u c h of the early feminist literature on technology.

The

emphasis has been primarily to add to the record the achievements of
outstanding

female technologists. According to Wajcman (1991). although there

is documented evidence that women i n all walks of life have made significant
contributions to technological development, m u c h of their contributions have
been subsumed by men:
[Women]...invented or contributed to the invention of such crucial machines as
the cotton gin, the sewing machine, the small electric motor, the McCormick
reaper, and the Jacquard loom...this sort of historical scholarship often relies
heavlfy on patent records to recover women's forgotten inventions. It has been
noted that many women's inventions have been credited to their husbands
because they actually appear in patent records in their husbands name. This is
explained i n terms of women's limited property rights, as well as the general
ridicule afforded women inventors at that time. (p. 16)
Regardless of the recovery of contributions by exceptional women, reclaiming
women's history has been problematic. The examples highlighted above by
Wajcman Illustrate that technology Is perceived as consisting of male activities,
with the exclusion of technologies associated with women. Consequently, many
Inventions designed by women, are overlooked as they are not considered to be

technology. Cowan (1979) underscores this point In a discussion about the
absence of the Invention of the baby bottle from historical records:
Here Is a simple implement...which has transformed a fundamental human
experience for vast numbers of infants and mothers, and been one of the more
controversial exports of Western technology to underdeveloped countries—yet it
finds no place in our histories of technology, (p. 52)
To unearth the history of women and technology, requires that authoritative
definitions of technology be expanded to Include technologies of the private
sphere-those technologies associated with women's activities. It is therefore
necessary to uncover the historical and cultural shaping of technology that
located women i n the private and reproductive sphere, while placing value on
technologies of the public and productive sphere associated with men.

D. Construction of 'Femininity' and 'Masculinity'
(i)

Division of Labour

Many feminist writers maintain that the delineation between
female/male, private/pubfic, reproductive/productive, emotion/reason, nonrational/ratlonal, body/mind assumed particular significance during the
Capitalist RevohitiorL

These dualisms were likely necessary constituents for the

development of science and capitalism (Bush, 1983; Keller. 1985; Merchant.
1983). Elsentstein (1979) explains how vernacular Protestantism'® also
played a major role i n establishing these dualisms. In her historical
examination of the advent of prtntlng, specifically Bible-prlntlng, she describes

'® By 'vernacular' Protestantism Elsenstein is referring to the interprétations of
scripture that were printed so that the lay people could have access to Christianity. Smce
the CathoUc realms had few printing presses, the Protestants became the main publishers
of scientific publications.

altruism a n d self-serving motives of the Baconian, Protestant, and scientific
interests during the Capitalist Revolution. She contends that vernacular
Christianity and Baconian Ideals were fundamental Ingredients that were
necessary for the mercantile mechanistic worldview during the

Capitalist

Revolution.
During the Capitalist Revolution a n "organically oriented mindset" was
replaced by one of "mechanism and the domination of nature" (p. 99). The
morals and ethics of the former mindset conflicted with industrial-capitalists'
endeavours. Bacon's ideals of technological mastery over nature, combined
with sanctioning of dornination over nature by the church, justified industrialcapitalist's desire to exploit nature for profit
According to this new liberal thinkir^, the world was seen to work
rationally, according to mathematical, 'natural' laws. Donovan (1988)
comments that these perspectives left out basic areas of reality. It neglected
the subjective world, the world of emotions and nonrationality. Inherent i n the
position of the liberal thinkers was the notion that since men were rational,
every male was assumed to have 'natural' abilities for work i n the public and
productive sphere. Women were deemed to be non-rational, a n d therefore were
'naturally' more suited to be housewives and mothers, as well as caretakers of
the emotional and psychological realms of personal relations (Donovan, 1988).
A s a result, women were denied ownership of property, denied access to public
sphere occupations, and denied access to the world of science, mathematics
and technology~this world was reserved for technological man.
The social construction of technological man, as well as essential

woman

and non-technological

woman, were (and still are) necessary for the assignment

of women to their 'natural* roles i n industrial-capitalist societies. Women m u s t
not only enter areas of science, mathematics, a n d technology, but they must
also resist biological determinism and deficit theories as they work towards the
social transformation of these areas into areas that are equitable a n d Just. This
requires questioning the premises on which these areas are founded, a n d if
these areas are Inappropriate for women, perhaps they are not appropriate for
anyone. One place to begin such resistance a n d reconstruction is by
understanding how the concepts of essential woman, non-technological

woman,

and technological man have been constructed.

(ii)

Non-homo technologicus"--Essential

Woman

Some feminists accept and celebrate the nature symbolism w h i c h
associates motherhood, nurturing, caring, responsibility with women (e.g
Belenlqr et al, 1986; Gilllgan, 1982). Women are believed to naturally be more
peaceful and caring, and men are believed to naturally be more aggressive a n d
detached.
There are debates about how the untuersal features of women influence
their relationships with technology. There are calls for redefinitions of
technology based on these feminine values (Pacey, 1990; Rothschild, 1983).
Pacey (1983) suggests that there are three sets of values associated w i t h

Menzies (1989) uses the term Homo technologicus to describe "the so-called
universal male form....He is the offspring of industrial and scientific man. Homofaber and
Homo sapiens....he becomes nothing more than an embodiment of technique endlessly
optimizing Itself, its living expression and instrument" (p. 45).

technology: virtuosity values, economic values and user values. He depicts
women as exemplifying the user values because they are presumed closer to
nature, while males want to dominate nature.
However, there are feminists who oppose this essentialist position,
arguing that these universal female values originated with the subordination of
women (Cowan, 1979; McNeil, 1987; Wajcman, 1991). McNeil (1987) argues
that "the creation of childhood—the extension of the period i n w h i c h children
were considered dependent and i n need of nurturing—helped to fill the so-called
domestic void" that is created by taking men out of the home to participate i n
industrial production (p. 166). Women's role i n the production and
reproduction of labour was deemed to be a labour of love. M a n y feminists
maintain that this ideology encourages the myth of the 'natural woman' as well
as the exploitation of women's labour (eg. McNeil, 1987; Stanley, 1983).
Wajcman (1991) argues that there are no identifiable, 'universal'
women's values, as values reflect experience, and women's experience is divided
by class, race, culture and other aspects of socialization. She suggests that a n
examination of how the concepts of 'masculinity' and 'femininity' have been
constructed may inform understanding of the basis of gendered value systems.
Wajcman also traces the origins of m u c h of the contemporary gendered value
differences back to the division of labour resulting from the

Capitalist

Révolution, which restricted women to a narrow range of experiences within the
private world of the home.
Considering the overwhelming historical and cultural oppression of
women, women who want to break from the notion of biological

determinism,

must undergo some sort of gender adjustment to be accepted as technological
humans^^:
This approach...locates the problem in women (their soclalizaUon, thetr
aspirations and values) and does not ask the broader questions of whether and
what way [technology! and Its institutions could be reshaped to accommodate
women...[it] asks women to exchange major aspects of their gender identity for
a masculine version without prescribing a similar 'degendering' process for men.
(Wajcman. 1991, p. 2)
Considering the ti-aglc history of attempts to Identify a n d act on
blologlcally-based, 'social' differences between groups of humans, as evidenced
by the armihilation of Jews and homosexuals during World War II, I question
the advisability of searching for some mysterious and subtie biological basis for
the perpetuation of sexism. There are a wide range of h u m a n competencies
from technical competencies, such as those associated with child rearing,
exploring the structure of the atom, planting a garden, performing laser
surgery, to social competencies such as those related to compassion, cooperation, individualism, aggression, kindness, and love. Believing that s u c h
competencies have any significant biological basis is as potentially and actually
destructive as are forms of racism.

(iii)

Homo non-technolo^ricus-Non-Technological Woman

The social construction of 'woman' as ouUined above plays a significant
role i n the gendering of the workplace and the performance of work itself.
Women and women's work are generally perceived as non-technological (Karpf,

This was/is my experience in technology education. I was/am expected to become
'one of the boys*. My refusal to become 'one of the boys' results in alienation from my
peers.

1987; Menzies, 1989). Women's technological achievements are not socially
recognized and have been hidden from history. "Again and again, we find that
the very definition of what technology is problematic, reflecting the gendered
values of the definers" (Karpf, 1987, p. 160).
Wajcman (1991) comments that women's work is often deemed inferior
simply because it is women who do it. A n example from my own experience i n
the workplace illustrates this point. In the late 1960s, I was a drafting clerk for
a major telephone company. I worked i n a n office with about twenty male
draftsmen who had the same experience and educational background as I had.
M y duties were identical to those of the draftsmen, except for the fact that I was
often asked to do drawings that required extreme precision. Comments were
often made by the males i n the office that women were m u c h better suited for
s u c h fine-detailed work. The fact that the skills of a drafting clerk were of
lesser value than those of a draftsman was evidenced by my salary being
approximately 6 0 % of that of my male counterparts.
The concept of 'skill' is not simply a matter of learning how to perform a
certain technical task. Wajcman (1991) argues that 'skilled' status has
everything to do with 'masculinity' and 'femininity':
Definitions of skill can have more to do with ideological and social constnicUons
than with technical competencies which are possessed by men and not by
women. It is a question of workers collective efforts to protect and secure their
conditions of employment~by retaining skill designations for their own work
and defending that skill to the exclusion of outsiders. These efforts have been
predomlnémtly by and on beheilf of the male working class....men's resistance
has...operated against women's Interests. Defending skill, preventing 'dilution',
has almost always meant blocking women's access to an occupation, (p. 36).
That males may rely heavily on the relationship between 'man', 'power',
and 'machine' is supported by my experience as a student at BCIT. The males

i n the technology education program were Intensely competitive a n d possessive
regardmg their tools and performance—even among themselves. They were
openly disappointed that I was able to learn the skills with reasonable ease.
O n one of my first metalworklng projects (making a tool gauge) the
Instructor displayed my project as a n example of excellent work. A s a result, I
received a great deal of ridicule, and later projects done on a metal lathe and on
a hydraulic trainer were sabotaged. It was clear to me that at least some of my
classmates were disappointed that a woman could learn 'their' skills. The skills
learned i n the BCIT program were considerably less complex than the technical
skills required when I worked i n health and safety, which i n turn, were less
sophisticated than the skills that I used to make ballet costumes for my
daughter and other dancers.
As computers are becoming a recent technology to be appropriated by
men, the proliferation of literature which intimates that girls have
psychological

essential

differences that keep them at a distance from computers, is also

increasing'^. Wajcman (1991) challenges these most current forms of
blocking female access to technological endeavours:
These arguments are reminiscent of two views that are by now somewhat
discredited. One is the old sexual stereotype about women being too emotional,
irrational and Illogical, not to mention lacking visual spatial awareness, to be
good at mathematics: the other is the 1960s and 1970s belief that workingclass and black children were naturally suited to less abstract and more
concrete forms of learning, (p. 156)

It is mteresting to note that when typewriters were the main 'tool' for word
processing, they were not considered technology, and very few men had typewriters on
their desks. However, although often used for the same purposes as typewriters, many
an executive has this 'tool' on his desk. This phenomenon could be due to the fact that
computers are equated with control and power, while typewriters were not. It is also
noteworthy that much of the terminology associated with computers is masculinized (e.g.
executing files, hardware, hard drive).

Not only do these arguments described by Wajcman perpetuate sexual
stereotypes, but they also ignore prominent social factors. B u s h (1983) argues
strongly that it is not women's inexperience with technology that is the
problem, but, men's ignorance of the contexts i n w h i c h technology is located.
The notion that women as naturaUy déficient or naturally non-technical is a
convenient social construction and not a biological or psychological reality.

(iv)

Homo technologicus-Teebnological

Man

The majority of feminist writers appear to agree that technology is viewed
as masculine because of ideological and cultural processes. A s explained
above, the ideological processes are strongly tied to industrial-capitalism.
Wajcman (1991) points out that not all men are technically competent and that
it is the ideology of male corrqyetence that is allied with technology.
One aspect of the culture of masculinity is the close association between
men and war technologies. Easlea (1983) presents one of the most ironic
explanations for this phenomenon. He refers to 'womb envy' as the reason for
men's obsession w i t h war and competition i n order to compensate for the fact
that men can't give birth to babies. Wajcman (1991) refers to this as "giving
birth to the bomb" (p. 138)^°. Discussing the recent changes i n the political
situation i n the Soviet U n i o n and the possible consequences on military

Hidden behind this masculine Ideology, women are Increasingly on the production
end of military technology although it is men who primarily control the design and end
uses (Wajcman, 1991).

technologies, Franklin (1990) comments that^':
...the social and political needs for an enemy are so deeply entrenched in the
real world of technology (as we know it today) that new enemies will quickly
appear, to assure that the Infrastructure can be maintained, (p. 78)
Wajcman (1991) and Menzies (1989) both perceive technology to be a n
issue of control and power. Wajcman (1991) relates the control of technology to
'hegemonic masculinity'. She suggests that hegemonic masculinity is "a core of
dominant masculinity....[whichl is strongly associated with aggressiveness and
the capacity for violence":
The cult of masculinity which is based on physical toughness and mechanical
skais is particulaiy strong in the shop-Jloor culture of working-class men. All
the things that are associated with manual labour and machinery—dirt, noise,
danger—are suffused with masculine qualities. Machine-related skills and
physical strength are fundamental measures of masculine status and selfesteem according to this model of hegemonic masculinity, (p. 143. emphasis
added)
Wajcman wonders whether men's preoccupation with this 'machismo' and
'technical competence' is a n expression of having power or lacking power, as
trades people generally are not i n control of their jobs. However, they do have a
monopoly over their tools and their machines. She suggests that this type of
masculinity is more common i n working-class men:
The exaggerated masculinity found amongst working-class cultures must be
viewed against the background of their relative deprivation, their low status and
their comparative powerlessness in the broader society, (p. 145)
Wajcman contends that as the need for the trades dimmishes, men are now
appropriating a different type of masculinity for themselves—'analytical power'
needed for 'high technologies'. As society is perceived as moving from a n

Was Franklin's prophecy realized with the contioversial USA invasion of Iraq in the
name of 'democracy?

'industrial age' to a n 'information age'^^, this analytic power is needed to
control the new computerized technologies.

E . Gendering of Technology
(i)

Gendering of Definitions of Technology

The assignment of women to the private sphere since the CapttaUst
Remlution,

the gendering of work a n d tools, the omission of women's

perspectives and women's contributions to technology i n historical records, a n d
the blurring of the concepts of science and technology, have added to the
difficulties of defining technology. A fi*equently quoted definition of technology
is the one advanced by Pacey (1983): technology is "the application of scientific
a n d other knowledge to practical tasks by ordered systems that involve people
a n d organizations, living things and machines" (p. 6, emphasis added).
Wajcman (1991) observes that technology is routinely represented i n
current literature as variations of these three layers of meanings offered by
Pacey a n d are usually described as: technical knowledge; h u m a n actiuities and
practices (know-how); and, hardware.

She points out that these meanings are

constructed by men, for men and about men's knowledge, activities a n d
hardware, a n d ignore technologies associated with women's experiences.

Naming reinforces control over those who accept the naming without question.
Admittedly, due to advances in microelectronics those who have the high technologies can
have access to more 'information*. These technologies are often referred to as
'communication' technologies. However, we are hardly communicating as we 'talk' to each
other by holding a piece of plastic to our ear or by looking at text on a video display
termmal. The human dimension has been lost as we substitute 'contact with people' for
'contact with machines'. Franklin (1990) refers to this information age as an age of noncommunication.

Kramarae (1988) maintains that the history of North American technology is
basically men's history and that "technology consists of devices, machinery,
and processes w h i c h men are mterested i n " (p. 5).
Goldman (1984) says that many of the current definitions describe
technology as types of artefacts, systems of production, or bodies of knowledge
and claim that s u c h deflmtlons are hollow as they avoid dealing w i t h the
principles on which the definitions are based. He offers a definition w h i c h
invites examination of technological structures i n society:
'Technology* should be understood as referring today to a particular
social process, to a form of action that is decision-ruled, one in which
specific, "captive" knowledge based in engineering and science (primarily
and craft skills (secondarify) are put at the disposal of people who in
general are not themselves competent in those knowledge bases and who
wield them on behalf of ends reflecting a parochial interpretation of
prevailing personal, insUtuUonal, and social values, (p. 121)
Technologies valued i n North American societies are those associated
with men, and the public and productive sphere, while technologies associated
with women, and the private and reproductive sphere are devalued, and often
are not considered as technologies. People view devices s u c h as computers,
robots, lasers, cars, kidney machines, and production machinery as signtficcaU
technologies, while seeing child care, cooking, sewing, and gardening as
insignificant or non-technologies. As well, technologies associated w i t h men
are generaUy of greater economic value.
Wajcman (1991) suggests that the male-bias i n current definitions of
technology may be moderated by:
...broadening the deflniUon of technology, and tracing the origins and
development of 'women's sphere' technology that have often been considered
beneath notice...technology still suffers from a male bias that is largely
interested in manufacturing... (p. 162)

Broadening the definitions of technology would mean that the "classification of
many women's inventions would change" and that identification of what is
considered significant technologies would also change (Stanley, 1983, p. 6):
...hunting and its weapons to gathering and its tools...from war and its
weapons, industry and its machines, to healing and its remedies, fertility and
antlfertility technology, advances in food production and preservation, child
care, and inventions to preserve and keep us in tune with our
environment... (ibid)
Stanley (1983) suggests that a revised history of technology would mean that
the definition of technology would change from what men do to what people do.

(ii)

Gendering of Tools

Griffiths (1985) analyzes the gendering of tools and the differentiation
between the trades of women and the trades of men resulting from the
separation of male and female occupations since the Capitalist Revolution

Her

examination discloses that gendering of work and tools was fortified by the rise
of capitalism. Prior to the Capitalist Revolution m u c h of the production of
goods was located i n the home where women had considerable opportunities to
acquire technical skills. Within the Capitalist Revolution

female-dominated

trades s u c h as spinning, bleaching, and brewing were relocated to the factories
where women were assigned only deskilled jobs i n the production processes.
The male-dominated skills, particularly those associated with woodworking and
ironworking crafts, remained male-dominated and became less deskilled, as
these crafts were transformed into trades such as wheelwright or foundry
worker.
During the Capitalist Revolution as machinery began to make some of

the jobs less skilled, adult male workers were replaced with the cheaper labour
of women and children. To protect their jobs, craftsmen fought to reserve their
skills for themselves by forming craft guilds and controlling access to them.
C o c k b u m (1985) condemns those historical events:
It Is the most damning Indictment of skilled working-class men and their unions
that they excluded women from membership and prevented them gaining
competencies that could have secured them a decent living, (p. 39)
This gendering of tools during the Capitalist Revolution has changed very
little since that time. Benston (1988) contends that women and men In
contemporary North American societies experience very different gendered lives,
a n d that these gendered ejqierlences are reflected i n the "gender-typed"
technologies that men and women use:
There are machines and tools 'suitable' for men~saws, trucks, wrenches, guns
and forklifts, for example—and those 'suitable' for women—vacuum cleaners,
typewriters and food processors. Even on assembly lines, men make cars and
women assemble electronic components or pack fish. (p. 16)
The tools, machines and technological processes that are traditionally used by
one sex are usually seen to be associated with that sex and are usually
considered to be inappropriate for use by the other sex (Franklin, 1990). The
gender Identlfled with a tool, machine or technology is often related to the
power and control arising from it. These powerful and controlling tools.
machines, and technologies are generally dominated by men (Cockbum, 1988;
Franklin, 1990; McNefl, 1987; Wajcman, 1991). Regardless, there are those
who stlU argue that tools have no gender Identlflcation-those whose interests
are served by maintaining the valuing of male tools, machinery and

technologies

(iii)

.

Fragmentation of Technology and Society

F r a n k l i n (1990) points out that the fragmentation of technical work into
specialized areas of expertise is i n contradiction to "women's historical
experience of situational and holistic work...[that) depends strongly on personal
Judgement, on knowledge of the total work process, and on the ability to
discern what the essential variables are at any one time" (p. 104).
Fragmentation of technology results i n the isolation of workers from each other
a n d from decision-making. Workers are often little more than a component of
the machines or subsystems which they operate.
Feminists attribute some of the isolation of capitalist technology to a
mechanistic world view, combined with a fragmented, reductionist Cartesian
perspective, which supports the separation of knowledge from experience,
general from particular, and abstract from concrete. People a n d the universe
are understood as 'mechanical systems' made up of 'separate parts'. For
example, someone can design a house without knowing how to b u i l d that
house, or even without knowing what it would be like to live i n that k i n d of
house. When 1 was a building inspector, it was not u n u s u a l for me to have
architects request approval for plans of a beautiful, artfully designed house

When I was trying to explain to a member of the technology education curriculum
writing team that he should consider technologies associated with women in the design
of his technology lab, his response was, "I don't see the word 'male* written on the metal
lathe." Slmilarfy, I have never seen the word 'female' written on a sewing machine or a
vacuum cleaner but most people are aware of which genders are associated with lathes
and vacuum cleaners.

that was structurally Inadequate^ and functionally questionable.

Structural

considerations were to be dealt with separately by other 'specialists' - engineers
and building Inspectors. Similarly, the needs of the end users were often
misunderstood or ignored, particularly with respect to the interests of children.
Children's bedrooms were often designed with window sills taller than the
children, as if children did not really exist or did not need to look out the
windows.
The separation of knowledge from experience, and packaging knowledge
into discrete components has profound effects on h u m a n behaviour. Franklin
(1990) suggests that our vernacular reality, which is our everyday experience, is
being replaced by a n extended reality, which consists of others' experiences and
artefacts. She suggests that these imposed realities become so m u c h a part of
our behaviour that we begin to believe that they are real. 'Experts' are defining
who we are, what we believe, and how we live. Franklin concludes that a
pivotal feature of the current technostructure is the "downgrading a n d the
discounting of personal experience...and the glorification of expertise" (p. 40).
From my experience as a provincial factory inspector and as a national
safety officer, 1 observed that the majority of new jobs being created by
technological developments were deskilled, atomistic, and routine. Few of the
newly created jobs required technological skills or post-secondary education
although the employers were often asking for these qualifications. "While it is

^* The U-aming for architects at the University of BrlUsh Columbia does not Include
a course on the BrlUsh Columbia Building Code. This code contadns the rules and
regulations that every built structure In the province must comply with in order to ensure
the health and safety of the occupants.

usually assumed that workers will need computer programming a n d other
sophisticated skills because of the greater use of technology s u c h as computers
In their Jobs, the ultimate effect of such technology may be somewhat different"
(Apple, 1988, p. 158). As technologies become more and more like 'black
boxes', the knowledge and skills needed to use them decreases.

F. Transforming Technology: Critical Technological Literacy
Gendering of society and gendering of technology, places women and
women's contributions to technology on the margins, while allowing men to
monopolize power over technology. This power is both a medium a n d a
reflection of wider historical, social and political ideologies. In North American
cultures, males are perceived as Homo signiflcans, with the power to spin their
own webs of significance (Trinh, 1989). Rather than having the freedom to spin
webs of their own, women are caught i n the male webs. Sharing power and
transforming technology into a liberating force from the oppressive force that it
is may be a way for women to disentangle themselves. Men, however, have
been reluctant to share their power base. Lorde (1981) contends that "the
masters's tools will never dismantle the master's house" (p. 99). Sharing the
tools is only one of many steps required to transform gender power relations of
technology. According to B u s h (1983), for equitable technology a n d equitable
societies we must 'unthink' technology as we know it and that we "should strive
for a holistic understanding of the contexts i n which it operates and should
present a n unflinching analysis of its advantages and disadvantages" (p. 168).

(i)

The 'Promise of Technology'

M a n y technological developments have come under increasing scrutiny
i n recent years, and a number of prominent writers have begun to critically
analyze the 'promise of technology' (e.g. Borgmann, 1984; E l l u l . 1964; F r a n k l i n .
1990; Menzies, 1989; Pacey, 1983; Wajcman, 1991). Technology has
contributed to the improvement of the material quality of life for many people,
s u c h as those who live i n North American societies. Nevertheless, the benefits
of technology are being questioned i n the light of substantial detrimental effects
of technological developments on humankind and this planet. There is a
growing awareness t h a t , left i n the hands of the technologically illiterate a n d
socially immoral, technologies are endangering all forms of life as we know it.
Borgmann (1984) argues that citizens are blinded by 'the promise of
technology'. 'We have tentatively and formally defined technology as the
characteristic way i n which we today take up with the world" (Borgmann, 1984,
p. 35). Borgmann argues that because technology is so m u c h a part of our
everyday lives, we are not conscious of the paradigm (pattern) of technology.
He suggests that technology prevails "as common sense, as the obvious way of
doing things w h i c h requires no discussion and, more important, is not
accessible to discussion" (ibid). Borgmann explains that although technology
has been so consequential, particularly i n 'modem' society, m u c h of the
paradigm of technology, have been concealed. He refers to this paradigm as the
'device paradigm'. He writes, that it is the 'promise of technology' that has both
fed a n d obscured the enormous transformative endeavours that characterize
contemporary Westem societies:

The promise of technology was first formulated at the very beginning of the
Enlightenment. It was not at the center of attention but rather put forward as
the obvious practical corollary of intellectual and cultural liberation....The main
goal...seems to be the domination of nature...the desire to dominate does not
Just spring from a lust of power, from sheer human Imperialism. It is from the
start cormected with the aim of liberating humanity from disease, hunger, and
toll, and of enriching life with learning, art and athletics....In the second half of
the eighteenth century the [CapitaUsii Revolution began to employ new
machines and more efiflclent methods of production, it at first Increased the
common toil and misery. But. gradually in the nineteenth century and even
more dramatically in the twentieth century, the citizens of the advanced
mdustrlal countries began to reap the fruits of the new order, (p. 35-36)
The 'promise of technology' is even more seductive today with the exponential
growth In technological development, largely as a consequence of
microelectronics. A common belief is that 'experts' will find solutions to most of
the world's problems, including 'tech-fixes' to existing societal a n d
environmental abuses resulting from technology.

Borgmann doubts whether

technology can make good its promise i n a socially Just way, the creation of a
more equitable and humane society:
One may ask not Just whether the promise is worth keeping, but
whether the promise is not altogether misconceived, too vaguely given at
first and harmfully disoriented where technology is most advanced.
....The general obtuseness is not due primarify to the program of
technology but arises from its execution...the initial genuine feats of
liberation appear to be continuous with the procurement of frivolous
comfort. Thus the history of modem technology takes an ironical turn.
We can shed Ught on the force and the consequences of the irony of
technology by first delineating the pattern of technology more sharply
and by showing then how the pattern has informed our understanding of
the world and the world Itself, (p. 39)
Kramarae (1988) suggests that technologies should be considered as
social relations and not simply as tools, machines, and processes. She argues
that women are:
...Influenced by the architectural designs of their homes, and
neighbourhoods, local and national transport systems, household
appliances, public service supports, their clothing, food preservation.
Infant formulas, heating and electrical resources...and by the values

built into technologies, (p. 3)
Although the designers and producers of technologies are primarily men,
women use technologies without having control of the design, production, or
application of the technologies. A s such, women may be at a greater risk i n the
context of the canon of the 'promise of technology'.
According to Borgmarm (1984), the 'device paradigm' disconnects us
from persons, things, and practices that could engage and grace us i n their
own right. For example, it is not uncommon to consume purchased, prepackaged food while sitting i n front of a television. This in-acttvity conceals
realities of how, where, and by whom the food was produced; cheats us of
community and family events of meal-making; and, isolates us to the pseudorealities of communication which denies contact with real people.

Borgmann

comments that:
The promise leads to the irony of technology when liberation by way of
disburdenment yields to disengagement, enrichment by way of diversion
is overtaken by distiaction. and the conquest makes way first to
domination and then to loneliness... (p. 76)
If we compare the social and political forces that advance the 'device paradigm'
against the way we 'take up with our world' we may be better able to familiarize
ourselves with the salient features and veiled values of technology.

(ii)

Value-Iadenness of Technology Disguised

A significant factor preventing citizens from acknowledging the 'device
paradigm' is the common belief that technology is vahie-neutràL Goldman
(1984) believes that the main obstacles to the revelation of the paradigms
behind the production of artefacts and systems of technological activity are "the

proprietary interest i n the value structure of its decision apparatus, and the
institutionalized vested interests It commonly involves and its interest i n
masking both by a claim of value-neutrality" (p. 142). He maintains that
technology is value-laden and that the portrayal of technology as value-neutral
and amoral absolves the technocrats of responsibility. The burden of dealing
with the repercussions of technological activity is placed on social institutions
and individual users as attention is diverted from the "subjective, parochial,
and ideological character of technology, from the convergence behind the
artifacts and knowledge bases of special interests, and from the political
character of technology" (ibid, p. 135).
According to Christians (1989), values are a n integral part of every
aspect of technological processes:
Any technical object...embodies decisions to develop one kind of
knowledge and not some others, to use certain resources and not others,
to use energy in certain form and quantity and not some other. There is
no purely neutral or technical justification for all these decisions.
Instead, they arise from conceptions of the world, themselves related to
such Issues as permissible uses, good stewardship, and justice, (p. 125)
The values of those who have power over technology i n society determine the
values i n society. In liberal democracies, societal values are enacted through
economic, political and educational systems.
Macpherson (1977) maintains that liberal democracies are "(societies]
striving to ensure that all [thefr] members are equally free to realize their
capabilities" (p. 1). He points out contradictions i n this ideology as liberal
democracies are also committed to a capitalist market society. He suggests
that equality can only be accomplished through "the downgrading of the market
assumptions" (ibid). Borgmann (1984) is i n agreement with Macpherson as he

suggests that:
We might be concerned to secure equality of educaUon. or of political
power, of moral excellence, aesthetic sensibility, of skill and
responsibility....but it is clear that in general we have no such concerns.
Substantive equality is measured solefy by wealth and income. It is
controversial whether wealth or income is a better measure of equality or
inequality, (p. 110)
W i t h wealth comes power—the power to possess the commodities of
technological production. "Income Is a measure of equality that Is consonant
w i t h technology, and so it has become the standard of living i n a technological
society" (ibid, p. 111). As income determines the number of commodities,
equality In liberal democracies has everjrthing to do with oppressions
associated vsrlth race, class and gender.
Borgmann (1984) suggests that the reform of contemporary technology
can be achieved by returning to the initial hope of the promise of technology.
Restructuring the inequity of power, by articulating the distinctions between
the standard of living and the quality of life, requires restructuring the wealth
a n d power bases of capitalist societies.
Transforming technology requires that citizens question and open the
mysterious 'black boxes' of technology, and think critically about the societal,
environmental a n d political implications of technological development [critical
technological literacy). Borgmann (1984) Insists that "an important part of
genuine world citizenship today is scientific and technological
literacy...metatechnological practices" (p. 248). It is necessary to foreground
gender power relations and other power relations as part of any critique of
technology.

G. Summaiy
The emphasis of this chapter has been to delineate the discussion of the
character of technology In contemporary North American societies. B y
examining current literature on technology, as well as including my own
experiences, discloses that technology is strongly male-biased, that it is located
i n the public and productive sphere, and that citizens do not exhibit forms of
technological literacy that may help them to counter the pervasive intrusion of
technology i n their everyday realities. A s men have power i n North American
societies, what are considered 'significant' technologies basically reflect the
interests of men. As men's endeavours are primarily located i n the public and
productive sphere, technologies of the private and reproductive sphere are
overlooked. In capitalist societies, s u c h as those i n North America, public
sphere enterprises are closely affiliated with commodity production, and
consequently technologies are also predominantly identified with commodity
production. The constructs of technological literacy to support industrialcapitalism are connected to technical expertise and knowledge.

Technological

critique conflicts with efficiency, productivity, and profitability.
A s the authoritative concepts of technology have informed the basis for
current technology education curricula, critiques of technology raised i n this
chapter are used as a context for examining technology education curricula. In
chapter 3, three major questions are addressed: 1) Is there a male-bias i n
current technology education curricula? 2) Is the emphasis of the curricula
commodity production rather than citizenship? 3) Do the notions of
technological literacy i n the curricula include technological

critique
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T h e Character of Technolog7 Education

A. Introduction
Recent curricular revisions i n North America have attempted to reexamine and redefine the purposes, content and methodology of industrial/
technology education. This chapter examines elements of two conceptual
frameworks for technology education: A Conceptual Framework for Technology
Education (ITEA, 1990); and Technology Eklucatiorv Primary through
Curriculum/Assessment

Graduation

Framework (BC, 1992). These documents represent

two North American conceptions of technology education curricula: a
perspective of the International Technology Education Association (Americanbased); and, a local perspective (BC-based). The character of technology
education Is considered i n the context of the character of technology developed
i n the previous chapter.
This chapter evaluates the extent to which these curricula provide a
basis for technology education which is appropriate for all students, at a l l grade
levels, the extent to which the curricula address everyday private a n d public
needs of students, and the likelihood that the curricula will promote the
creation of socially constructive forms of technological literacy.
Although the ITEA and B C curricula are claimed to be appropriate for all
students at all grade levels, analysis of the documents suggests that the
curricula remain sexist, ageist, racist, and classist and that they may be unable
to provide a significant improvement i n their appeal or relevance to a broader
range of students. Although designed for boys and girls at all grade levels, the
content and outcomes prescribed are better suited to secondary education.

vocationally-oriented males. The gendered nature of technology as described i n
chapter 2 is mirrored i n technology education. These curricula perpetuate the
emphasis on similar masculinized technologies to those of the former industrial
education curricula. Token references In the curricula to technologies
appropriate for women, various ethnic groups, and young children do not
provide a substantive basis for concluding that the curricula are likely to be
relevant to the needs of all students at all grade levels.
The revised curricula are found to support the underlying assumptions
that the primary purpose of technology education is to prepare students to
become compliant and adaptable workers i n support of industrial-capitalism.
The focus on the manufacture of commodities overshadows technologies which
may be important to the private and family lives of students. A significant
shortcoming of the revised curricula is their lack of emphasis on the promotion
of socially meaningful forms of technological literacy.
In chapter 4,1 consider the social, economic and political structures
w h i c h prevent technology education from becoming more socially constructive,
and contemplate strategies for countering those structures.

B. Content of Curricula
The ITEA conceptual framework for technology education incorporates
the knowledge base identified In its forerunner, the Jackson's
Arts Curriculum

MiR

Industrial

Theory (Snyder & Hales, 1981). In the rTEL\ c u r r i c u l u m

document, domains of knowledge are classified as: (1) sciences, (2) humanities,
(3) technologies, and (4) formal knowledge. The domains of knowledge are

described as "lenablingl humans to adapt to their environment" (ITEA, 1990, p.
8). The 'technologies domain' is described as Including "all recorded knowledge
relating to the tjrpes of technology" (ibid). The writers propose a model w h i c h
relates the technologies domato to three 'human adaptive systems':

(1)

technological, (2) sociological, and (3) ideological.
The Jackson's Mill Industrial Arts Curriculum Theory writers identify four
"universal' technical svstems...communication, construction, manufacturing,
a n d transportation—technical systems that are basic to every society" (Snyder
a n d Hales, 1981, p. 16, emphasis added). The ITEA document essentially
mirrors this earlier curriculum model. Including the h u m a n adaptive systems
noted above. The ITEA document also divides the study of technology into four
content areas, referred to as the "content reservoirs of Bio-related...
Communication... Production... and Transportation Technology" (ITEA, 1990, p.
17, emphasis added). They describe these content areas as follows:
Bio-related Technology applies biological organisms to make or modify
products... (ITEA, 1990, p. 17)
Communication Technology focuses on the processes and techniques of
encoding, and decoding graphic and electronic messages... (Ibid)
Production Technology uses technological means to construct resources
Into goods, standard stocks, and structures,...Production technologies
are used to prepare or modify material resources by mechanical or
chemical means so they become direct consumer products... (ibid)
Transportation Technology is used to move people and products within
society, (ibid. p. 18)

Pannabecker (1991) is critical of technology educators' persistence in categorizing
and limiting technology to 'universal' systems. "(The] current curriculum and standards
of technology education suggest that technology is a phenomenon with a particular form,
content, and direction resulting in Impacts that can be studied objectively. For example,
the notion of universal technical systems such as communications, construction,
manufacturing and transportation implies particular form and content" (p. 45).

The major changes from the Jackson's MiR Industrial Arts Curriculum

Theory

are the combination of construction and manufacturing into one content area
called production, and the addition of a new classification called biotechnology.
The B C conceptual framework for technology education also identifies
domains of knowledge: (1) technical. (2) social, and (3) intellectual, and uses a
four-component model, similar to that of the ITEA, to identify the content of the
curriculum. These four content areas are: information, materials a n d
products, power and energy, and systems integration technology (BC, 1992).
They closely resemble the Jackson's MiU Industrial Arts Curriculum

Theory

content areas of communication, production, transportation, and
manufacturing technology. Bio-technologies are not included i n the B C
document. The B C writers describe their four content areas as follows:
Irformation Technologies relate to the production, transmission, receiving, and
analysis of information through visual and electronic media... (BC. 1992. p. 24.
emphasis added)
Materials and Products involves the study and use of tools and materials
to make things... (ibid. p. 26. emphasis added)
Power and Energy Technologies embrace energy sources and conversion,
power development and transmission, and the resulting impacts on
natural resources and the environment... (ibid. p. 28)
Systems Integration is the bringing together of systems and managing
them for a specific purpose...the integration of systems includes Input,
processing the resulting Information to make a decision, and using the
decision to efiect a response or output, (ibid. p. 30)
These content areas are described i n the context of the production of
commodities, primarily i n the Industrial domain of the public sphere.
Although the ITEA and the B C curricula have been renamed 'technology
education' from 'industrial education', and there has been a n attempt at a

philosophical shift, the content of the curricula primarily reflects what can and
has been taught by specialist industrial educators i n specialized 'industrial
shops'. The four content areas of both curricula require the tools, machinery
a n d facilities of the former drafting, electronics, metal, wood and automotive
shops with the addition of more sophisticated, 'high' technology equipment.
Many industrial education shops already have computer assisted drafting,
computer numerical control, video and photography equipment to meet the
outcomes promoted i n the ITEA and B C curricula.
A n examination of the ITEA and B C curriculum Indicates that attempts
have been made to broaden the scope of technologies studied, beyond those
included In previous industrial education curricula. The ITEA document
contemplates consideration of a range of 'new' technologies, s u c h as bio-related
technologies important i n medicine and agriculture. The document also
suggests studies of modem communications technologies s u c h as those
Involved In global communications and coded information storage, as well as a
broadening of the traditional manufacturing technologies to include the
production of food and chemicals. Although the ITEA curriculum document
does comment on such technologies, it neither recommends particular student
activities relating to the potential broadening of scope, nor claims that
broadening the scope Is a significant change Irom previous curricula. The ITEA
curriculum proposal emphasizes that changes in pedagogy constitute the
t h m s t of the changes from previous curricula. The document states that: "the
new departure for technology education Is 'process education' using the
technological method" (ITEA, 1990, p. 30).

The description of the content areas i n the proposed B C curriculum may
similarly be viewed as broadening the scope of the technologies included i n
technology education. The sample activities suggested for each content area
suggests a rather limited e3q)ansion of the scope of technologies w h i c h students
might explore. Table 1 lists sample activities for each content area. The list of
sample activities primarily retains a focus on making artefacts of the same
types that were made i n the context of industrial education. Perhaps making a
whirligig a n d researching and publishing

a list of nearby oil recycling

stations

are exceptions.
Table 2 lists the outcomes^ from each of the four content areas of the
proposed B C curriculum. Translating, acting, and theatre appear to depart
from typical 'industrial' applications of industrial education. Consideration of
the range of sample outcomes illustrates that the scope of technologies
envisioned by the curriculum writers may not differ significantly from those
traditionally included i n Industrial education.
It is arguable that the sample outcomes and activities do not limit the
scope of the technologies which may be studied within each content area.
However, i n the absence of convincing arguments, substantive direction from
curriculum documents, as well as considerable support and initiatives from
school boards and teacher education institutions, it is not likely that
technology education teachers will be able to effect a significant broadening of
the scope of technologies beyond those that are presently taught.

In the BC cuniculum document, outcomes are stated as "field applications that
encompass avocatlonal, community, and career opportunities..." (BC, 1992. p.26).

Table 1.

Sample Activities Specified for BC Technology Education
(BC. 1992)

CONTENT AREA

ACTIVITIBS

Information
Technology

-

discover information from a database
research and word process a report
design a "tin can and string" telephone
conduct telecommunications with students in other schools
design a fibre optic system to transmit sound
design graphics for a theme
design playground layout and equipment
produce an action video
design and make a laser levelling device
design and produce board game pieces usmg computer
aided manufacturing processes

Materials and
Products Sjretems

-

design and build a locker organizer
design and make a wood plaque
design and make a family game
design and make a project from scraps
design and make a toy for daycare
design and build a prototype of a water container
mass produce a student-designed lamp, clock, etc.
design and build a tourist Information booth

Power and
Energy Systems

-

wire a light switch
design and build a whirligig
design and build a windmill to aerate a pond
research and publish a list of nearby oil recycling stations
troubleshoot and repair a utility engine
design and build a model space station

Systems
Integration
Technology

-

model a hydraulic system using syringes
design and make a steering system for a soap box racer
design and make an electronic system to sound alarm
design and build a pop can crusher
design and make a device to move heavy articles
design and make an automatic shut-ofif device for something
at home
- troubleshoot and service a hydraulic system
- use computer interfaced robot to separate items or load a
machine
||

The knowledge selected In the ITEA and B C curricula reflect the partial
a n d partisan mterests and experiences of those traditionally responsible for
teaching Industrial education. The technologies selected for technology

education curricula are problematic not only because they present narrow and
distorted views of the technological world, b u t also because of the implications
of the selection of knowledge for pedagogy of technology education.

Table 2.

Sample Outcomes specified for BC Technology Education
(BC. 1992)

I CONTENT AREA
Inforaiation
Technology

OUTCOMES

1

translating, acting, communications, photography. CAD.
drafting, graphics, theatre

Materials and
Jewellery making, upholstery, boat building, furniture making
1 Products Systems carpentiy. fabrication, tailoring, stagecraft
Power and
1 Energy Systems
Sj^tems
Integration
Technology

automotlves. domestic appliances, marine, heavy duty
equipment (earth movers), home and utility machines

|{

computer aided manufacturing, computer integrated
manufacturing, robotics, security fire systems, automated
stitchery and embroidery, computer mmierical control, home
entertainment systems

|

The content of former industrial education curricula has primarily been
dedicated to teaching industrial tool and machine skills. Illich (1973) criticizes
s u c h education i n schools:
Present institutional purposes, which hallow industrial production at the
expense of convivial effectiveness, are a major factor in the
amorphousness and meanlnglessness that plague contemporary society,
(p. 11)
He believes that educators should be teaching tools for corwiviaUtif, not tools
for mdustry. 'Tools foster conviviality to the extent to which they can be easily
used, by anybody, as often or as seldom as desired, for the accomplishment of
a purpose by the use" (ibid, p. 22). Illich's concerns of two decades ago appear

By corwiviality, Illich (1973) means "the opposite of industrial productivity" (p. 11).

to have gone unheeded as the selection of knowledge for technology education
curricula does Indeed continue to be devoted to industrial production.
IlUch refers to schools as industrialized institutions where the "assemblyline production of knowledge" (ibid, p. 18) produces a "commodity called
'education'" (ibid. p. 19). This assembly-Une

metaphor is especially appropriate

for technology education, particulaiy In light of the fact that the writers of the
B C curriculum state that "the original spirit of Industrial Education has been
retained: to provide students with relevant hands-on training i n technical
skills, knowledge, and attitudes appropriate to the world In w h i c h they live"
(BC. 1992, p. 13).

0. Achieving Curricular intents
The 'mission' of technology education according to the writers of the
ITEIA document Is "to prepare Individuals to comprehend a n d contribute to a
technologically-based society" (ITEA, 1990, p. 20). However, no definition is
presented to clarify the writers' interpretation of technologicaUy-based

society.

The B C c u r r i c u l u m document has a n instructive commentary on the purpose of
technology education i n the Aim statement:
The aim of Technology EducaUon Is to enable leamere to become
confident and responsible in solving teclmoiogkxd problems and strtuing
for product excellence, social consciousness, and creative lifelong
learning. (BC, 1992, p. 35. emphasis added)
The 'problems' to be 'solved' are technological, the end result may be a product.
a n d students will presumably create such products with a social
consciousness. There is no clarification In the document of what the writers
believe to constitute social

consciousness.

(i)

Problem-Solving

Problem-solving, described as "technological method model" i n the ITEA
curriculum (ITEA, 1980, p. 13), and as "technological methods" i n the B C
curriculum, (BC, 1992, p. 22) are presented as the methodology to achieve the
stated purposes of the curricula. In addition to the universal svstems of
technology which represent the selection of knowledge for the curriculum, the
delivery of that content is prescribed by universal methods. The B C document,
for example, explicitly states that: "Students need to be taught universal
methods for finding technological solutions" (ibid, p. 21, emphasis original). As
described above, these universal systems and methods are problematic as they
imply that technology has a certain form and content, thus Umiting the breadth
of technology.
The first goal of the ITEA curriculum is to "lutlllzel technology to solve
problems or meet opportunities to satisfy h u m a n needs and wants^" (ITE^,
1990, p. 20). Similarly, the B C conceptual framework identifies problemsolving i n its first 'curriculum intention'. "The learner will have opportunities to
develop the ability to solve technological problems" (BC, 1992, p. 36).
The ITEA and B C curricula identify problem-solving both as a method of
acquiring some form of 'technological literacy' and as a skill that is of special

According to the ITEA (1990) document, "human wants and needs lead to the to
the identification of technological problems and opportunities. Problems are questions or
matters involving doubt, uncertainty, or dtfiiculty. They deal with choices of action which
might ameliorate unsatisfied human needs and wants. Opportunities, on the other hand,
are future-oriented. That is, they can be planned and, in fact, created" (p. 15).
Neither the ITEIA nor the BC curricula address: the criteria used to determine
'needs and wants'; who determines the 'needs and wants; and, whether or not students
are solving technological problems for human 'needs', 'wants'...or 'greeds'.

value for future employment as a participant In the production of goods. The
problem-solving skills may represent a significant advancement In Industrial
education pedagogy. Although the curriculum documents do not provide a
substantive basis for usmg problem-solving to empower students to critique the
social and political implications of technology and technological developments,
problem-solving may help create a leamtag environment w h i c h places more
value on student thinking and initiatives and thus contribute to a more
interactive and meaningful learning atmosphere. The experience of a local
technology education teacher may help Illustrate this point:
Problem-centered actlviues have been successful in helping students develop
critical thinking skills and have met with a great deal of satisfaction and
Interest from them. Students ownership has had a profound effect on
motivation and interest levels especially in many lower ability students.
Students more effectively leam the "big ideas and connections" not only within
technology but with other subject areas. I believe this more student-centered
approach leads to higher levels of student achievement, retention, satisfaction,
and self-confidence. Technical content is still taught but Is intioduced as
required in the process of solving the problem, rather than as an end in itself.
(Bastone, 1992, p. 2)
Problem-solving implies student Involvement and a sense of ownership w h i c h
will make the learning activities more meaningful. It also provides a basis for
developing technological thinking skills that will have a more lasting value than
learning to use particular tools or machines. From extensive teaching
experience and research i n Britain on the role of problem-solving i n learning,
KlmbeU (1982) suggests that "one design problem of direct personal relevance
to the child will elicit more thinking than three to which he [sic] cannot relate"
(p. 32).

(U)

Making Things and Sjrstems

Making 'things or systems' for 'human needs and wants' are principal
objectives i n both the ITEA and the B C curricula. "Developing the ability to
make things and explore technology" is the second highlighted curriculum
intention of the B C document following problem-solving as the first curriculum
intention (BC, 1992, p. 36). In the Introduction of the B C document, the writers
emphasize that students will be able to demonstrate their technological
knowledge, skills, and attitudes "by making high-quality articles, systems, a n d
environments through effective and safe work practices" (ibid, p. 13).
Explaining the activities i n which students of technology education will be
engaged, the writers submit that "[students) will often make a n d perhaps
market their final product" (ibid). The ITEA document emphasizes that
technology education is primarily about the production of goods as it states
that technology education should be devoted to "creating technology for h u m a n
purposes...and using appropriate technological knowledge, resources, and
processes to satisfy h u m a n wants and needs" (ITEA 1990, p. 20). The
philosophy statement of the ITEA conceptual model, as quoted above, as well as
the Recommendations for Implementation, explicate the need to graduate
students who can contribute to productivity and competitiveness In the public
sphere:
A technologically literate population is essential for economic
vitaUty....Technology education can provide a foundation for an
mcreasingly technologicalfy capable work force, (ibid, p. 30)
The B C conceptual framework is ambiguous i n its acknowledgement of
the interdependence of industry and technology education at the p r i m a i y and

intermediate levels. The relationship is, however, quite explicit at the
graduation level. In the Rationale of the document, the writers state that
students need technology education "to meet the challenges of future work and
leisure" a n d that "careers of the future" will require the "hands-on problemsolving" skills learned i n technology education (BC, 1992, p. 15). In a
discussion of technology education for the Intermediate years, the writers again
comment on preparation for future 'work':
As the complexity of their work increases, so must the scope of tools,
materials, and techniques. The exploratory experience in a technical
envirormient improves psychomotor skills, sensory aweireness. Eind the
commitment to produce quality products, (ibid, p. 17)
The dedication to producing workers for industry is exemplified In the
section of the B C curriculum which focuses on the final two years of a
student's secondary education, defined as 'the graduation years':
...Technology Education provides specialized learning opportuniUes for
students intending to enter technological or vocaUonal career fields, as
well as more general opportuniUes for students choosing other opUons.
The ability to adapt to a changing technological society and accept social
responsibility is paramount for all citizens in the pursuit of new careers
and lifestyles. (BC. 1992. p. 17)
Both the ITEA and the B C curricula visualize technology education as
the prmclpal means by which students can gain the skills a n d knowledge
necessary to maintain a productive, efficient, creative, adaptable a n d flexible
workforce—attributes needed to support market economies. Although notions
s u c h as social responsibility, are occasionally mentioned, attributes for
democratic citizenry such as tolerance, generosity, respect, sense of justice,
compassion a n d love are not among the attributes listed above.

D. Economie Needs vs Citizensliip
Both the ITEA and the B C curricula emphasize the fact that they are
moving from a teacher-centered orientation to a student-centered orientation i n
w h i c h the students will be solving technical or technological problems for the
'workplace'. The workplace appears to be the industrial domain of the public
sphere where students, i n the future, will be employed for wages to make
commodities for consumer markets. For example, the B C writers explain that
"the workplace of the 1990s is seeking skilful, innovative people who are able to
adapt to change, tackle problems, and create new, exciting solutions" (BC,
1992, p. 21).
From the characterization of workplace throughout both documents, it
appears that the home, which has for centuries been the location of women's
work (almost always unpaid), is not considered a workplace by the curriculum
writers. This observation is reinforced again i n the B C document w h i c h
describes three h u m a n contexts: individual, community and world of work.
Sub-titles, for others and entrepreneurial, are supplied under the heading world
of work. The corresponding sample activities supplied by the writers all
coincide with the industrial workplace.

Examples of the activities are as

follows: information technology—design and make a laser levelling device;
materials and products technologv—mass produce a student-designed lamp,
clock, etc.; power and energv technologies—troubleshoot and repair a utility
engine; and, svstems integration technologv—troubleshoot a n d service a
hydraulic system.
The invisibility of the work customarily performed i n the home, by

females. Is evident In the ITEA conceptual framework for technology education
as well. ITEA curriculum writers. In their Philosophy statement, purport that:
Technology education should allow for the interaction of the business
and Industrial community with students, and encourage programs to
enhance skills and understanding regarding occupational productivity,
personal responsibility, and career opportunities In the community and
world society. (ITEA, 1990, p. 27)
Interaction between the students and their homes, programs to enhance skills
and understanding In their homes, personal responsibility In their homes, and,
opportunities In their homes are notions w h i c h are again not addressed. B o t h
curricula treat technologies of the private sphere as though they are
Inconsequential or non-existent.
The ITEA and B C curricula focus on potential 'future needs' w h i c h are
some blend of students' future needs and the future needs of industry. There
seems to have been littie consideration of relevance to the current public and
private needs and interests of students s u c h as that proposed below:
Relevance Is not a matter of adapting a subject to the apparent interests
of a pupil or to the apparent fashions of the moment. Relevance is
achieved by assuming that a pupil or students has something to
contribute to the subject. Relevance at its deepest has nothing to do
with subject matter; It has to do with the status of the learner in relation
to what is being learned. (Mason, 1977, as quoted in Osborne. 1991. p.
190)
Lather (1986) maintains that educators' assumptions of their role as privileged
possessors of expert knowledge mislead them Into regarding that what they
'know* Is relevant for students. To suggest that school should prepare young
children for 'future' careers Invalidates their Immediate experience.
Meeting econormc needs rather than educating students as citizens
appears to be the primary goal ITEA and B C curricula. For example, the ITEA
document has a n entire section entitied. Addressing

Student Needs, yet the

conclusion of this section emphasizes the need to meet capitalist agendas:
If we do not tap the potential of aU learners, we fall to develop and utilize
a substantial portion of our human resources. Our society's continued
economic growth and national security depend upon the intellectual
development and productivity of all citizens. Therefore, it is imperative
that technology educators ensure that every student is prepared with the
skills necessary to make a meaningful contribution to society and self.
(ITEA, 1990. p. 25)
Consistent with the industrial focus and lack of concern for students as
citizens evident i n the ITEA curriculum, "technological problem solving and
striving for product excellence" is the primary emphasis In the B C curriculum
(BC, 1992, p. 15).
The notion that schooling has been responding to the appeals from
corporate executives for a more flexible, more adaptable, and more creative
workforce has come under scrutiny. For example, a report from the C A W
Education Department (1992) makes the foUowlng observations:
Underneath this corporate rhetoric is a training program that is almost
exactly opposite of what it says it is. This kind of thing used to be called
the "big lie"—a lie so flagrant, that it seemed impossible that someone
could really be telling it....These people are not concerned with our
education. Their purposes are not centered on improving our skills and
our knowledge, though that may happen sometimes along the way. They
£ire focused Instead, as they have always been, on corporate profitmaking and management control....The new skills the corporations are
now demanding have little to do with what we think of as real skills at
all. In most respects they really amount to a show of conmiltment to
management, who can then direct their [workers] toward faster and more
efficient production, (p. 118-119)
From my experience i n industry, I saw jobs becoming redundant as plants
automated and restructured. Jobs w h i c h required physical strength and
specicdized intensive labour skills were being replaced by computers a n d
robots. Workers were not getting dirty, the workplace became cleaner, and
workers were sitting i n front of computers or pushing buttons to operate

robots. "Management mslsts that these are 'higher skills' because workers are
now using their 'minds' rather than their bodies" (CAW Education Department,
1992, p. 120). However, these jobs are often mindless and extremely boring.
Unfortunately, technology educators appear to have bought the 'big He'. B o t h
curricula state that their aim Is to produce 'educated citizens' with the
corporate attributes requested by business and Industiy. Industrial education
was essentially a skllls-orlented program. The revised technology éducation
curricula boast that the programs are now hands-on/heads-on

programs.

However, the curricula are focused on thinking about how to solve
technological problems and to make more and better commodities. These
curricular frameworks Incorporate requisite training for corporate agendas:
What [business and industryl want [arej young people to...fit their minds
into an intellectual framework which they didn't help create and which
does not touch any human reality they know. Just as workers are to fit
their minds into the logic or corporate machinery. (CAW EducaUon
Department, 1992, p. 129)
Several writers have exposed the contradictions and fallacies of our
present liberal democratic education systems i n Westem society (Apple, 1982;
Glroux, 1981; Illlch, 1973; Osbome, 1991, Willis, 1977). They see schools as
puppets and reproducers of capitalist ideologies. For example, Willis (1977)
argues:
Capital requires it. therefore schools do It! Humans become dummies,
dupes, zombies....This will not do theoreUcalfy. It will certainly not do
politically. Pessimism reigns supreme in this, the most spectacular of
secular relations of predetermlnism. (p. 205)
IlUch (1973) considers schools responsible for the inculcation of materialistic,
mechanistic values In students. Rather than promoting 'conviviality', he views
schools as training centres where students are 'acculturated' to meet the needs

of industry:
Educators define liow people are to be trained and retrained throughout
their lives-shaped and reshaped until they fit into the demands of
mdustiy. (p. 76)
A s such, technology education curricula do not meet the requirements of
general education for all students. The curricula do not provide a basis for
addressing the everyday private a n d public needs of students.

E. Curricula for All Students?
Both the ITEA and B C curricula state that the conceptual frameworks
for technology education are intended to meet the needs a n d interests of all
students. The writers of the ITEA document go so far as to say that:
"...historically...(the curriculum has! been responsive to meeting the unique
needs of a variety of learners", and they continue by commenting that their
conceptual framework "must mirror a commitment to diversity and dedication
to a full and informed life for all students (ITEA 1990, p. 25). The B C writers
echo a similar belief that the scope of their document includes the interests and
needs of a l l students, and they also offer a 'reason' why all students are now
being considered for technology education:
The reorganization of our school system determines that the clientele of
Technology Education will include all students from primaiy to
graduation—girls as well as boys, university-bound as well as vocational,
special needs as well as mainstream students—euery student (BC.
1992. p. 14, emphasis original)
B o t h curriculum documents also suggest that they are designed for all
grade levels. However, both curricula reflect primarily the interests,
experiences and training of secondary educators. The lack of input from

educators with expertise and experience at the primary grades is apparent i n
the documents. For example, as listed i n Table 2, the B C document identifies
sample outcomes, i n the content area of systems integration technology, that
are to apply to students from primary to graduation: computer aided
manufacturing; computer integrated manufacturing; robotics; security fire
systems; automated stltchery and embroidery; computer numerical control;
and, home entertainment systems. These activities reproduce the traditional
interests of secondary education, industrial educators who developed this
curriculum, b u t are unrealistic with respect to the needs and interests of young
children. Neither curricula seriously addresses the question of what represents
appropriate content or pedagogy for the younger children.
Another serious shortcoming of the ITEA and B C curricula is the failure
of both documents to make the curricula relevant and appropriate for the wide
range of students i n the public school system. A number of writers have
commented on reasons why females have not participated fully i n industrial
education, (e.g. A P U , 1990; Bruce, 1985; Catton, 1986; Farrls, 1980; Grant,
1986; Kramarae, 1988; Rothschild, 1983, 1988, 1989; Whyte, 1986). The
reasons include: a lack of female role models, social and cultural conditioning
inside a n d outside schools, teaching methodology, context of the learning,
teacher expectations, counselling, sexist language i n written a n d verbal
communications, heavy industrial facilities and equipment, a n d the focus on
industrial technologies to the exclusion of technologies of immediate and
historical importance to women.
In both the ITEA and B C documents, attempts are made to attract

female students by the Inclusion of a human context to the curricula by using a
fabric analogy. The analogies between people, technology and textiles are both
misleading and Inappropriate as people are objectified and equated w i t h
technology. Technology and people are depicted as harmonious, symmetrical
threads of the fabric of society. It is noteworthy that the ideas of a human
dimension are advanced by capitalizing on vocabulary generally associated with
women. The B C document states:
If we take human contexts as the warp of society and technology as the
woof, the resulting weave becomes the mesh of the two: people both
direct technological development and live life patterns Influenced by It.
(BC. 1992, p. 19, emphasis added)
The ITEA (1990) framework uses similar fdbric-ation:

"Throughout the history

of civilization, the social fabric of humans and their enterprises has been
interwoven w i t h the thread of technology" (p. 7, emphasis added). It appears
that both groups of curriculum writers may be 'spinning the same y a m ' .
The technologies included i n the ITEA and B C curricula relate to public
and productive sphere technologies and overlook technologies of the private
and reproductive sphere which is usually associated with women. One way of
understanding the male-bias i n technology education curricula is to ask
questions s u c h as: For what purpose? What knowledge has been selected?
For whom? B y whom? Asking such questions, contextualizes technology
education curricula and assists i n ascertaining if the curricula truly represent
the multiple realities and needs of a diversity of students. B y examining the
production of knowledge for technology education, "It makes visible ways i n
w h i c h privilege and power are invisible In the mainstream c u r r i c u l u m " (Warren,
n.d., p.46).

The voices of aboriginal people were not included i n the development of
the curricula, yet the writers of the B C document appear to presume that they
can speak on their behalf. In a diagram explaining themes of technologies.
First Nations Culture is given as a n example theme, and models of totems is
suggested as a n activity. This tokenism exemplifies the triviallzatlon of,
insensitivity to, and ignorance of aboriginal people, and might leave a n
unenlightened reader with the impression that serious consideration has been
given to the needs and interests of aboriginal students. Significantly more
consultation and deliberation is required if these curricula are expected to
become meaningful to aboriginal students.
The middle-class activities and content prescribed i n the curricula are a
consequence of the absence of voices from different socio-economic
backgrounds. The choices of tools and sample activities i n the B C curricula i n
particular, demonstrate insensitivity to poorer communities, schools a n d
students. This reinforces middle-class/working-class dichotomies. The
emphasis on commodity production will do little to encourage the learning of
students who have no resources to buy s u c h commodities, and may do more
psychological damage than good. In my own high school experience, I was not
permitted to take industrial education but was required to take home
economics. It was very difficult to be enthusiastic about creating beautiful
pastries when my family often did not have bread; it was very difficult to be
enthusiastic about making a cotton blouse when 1 could not afford the fabric.
Relevance is determined by the knowledge, experiences and immediate needs of
students, a n d cannot be determined by those with different knowledge.

experiences and needs.

P. Critical Technological literacy
The concept of 'technological literacy' has received significant attention
over the past few years by technology educators. Although debates about
technological literacy have resulted i n considerable contradictions i n the
interpretations, there appears to be consensus regarding the inclusion of
technological literacy as a goal of technology education:
...having set forth its commitment to technological literacy so
unambiguousfy, the field of technology educaUon has had the problem of
trying to communicate just what technological literacy means, and how
it could [or should] be measured. (Lewis and Gagel. 1992. p. 132)
There may be conflicting sets of values underlying the interpretations of
technological literacy. For example, one may be based on the economic values
of materialism, efficiency and profitability while another may be more closely
attuned to basic needs and h u m a n well-being. The interpretations put forward
i n both the ITEA and B C documents appear to embrace economic a n d
materialistic values. The ITEA document includes the statement that:
A technologically literate population is essential for economic vltalitv.
Bustoess and industry are encouraged to join technology educators tn
developing and delivering programs In technology education. (ITEA,
1990. p. 30. emphasis added)
The B C writers define technological literacy i n terms of what is learned
through problem solving. They say:
Technological literacy is eflfectivefy achieved through people solving
practical problems using critical analysis, design, production, testing,
and evaluation. These activities are the essence of Technologv
Education. (BC. 1992, p. 15, emphasis added)
To become 'technologically literate' means more than being able to solve

technological problems or to manipulate tools and machines. Fensham (1991),
In reviewing technology education i n a variety of countries, suggests that
technology education is generally viewed as consisting of three components:
technological awareness/understanding;
technological critique/literacy.

technological capability;

B y technological

and

awareness/understanding,

Fensham means acquiring knowledge about technologies. S u c h understanding
requires considerable factual and conceptual knowledge about the vast array of
technologies which Influence all aspects of our lives. B y technological
capability, he means the ability to develop and Implement solutions to h u m a n
needs and problems. Fensham describes technological critique/Literacy

as the

ability to operate Independently and to be a critical decision-maker within a
technological society. S u c h critique/literacy provides the means to critique the
individual, social, political, and environmental implications of technological
development.

Because every technological development has potential for

benefit and for harm, it is Important that students learn to critically evaluate
all aspects of technology. In a discussion of the British Craft Design
Technology (CDT) cin-riculum, Down (1986) identifies similar components of
technology education as those described by Fensham, and concludes that
making students critically aware of the social issues of technology must be a
priority of technological education:
The alms, then, of a technological education must be primailfy that of preparing
children, moralfy and politically, for understanding and being critically aware of
the social Issues of technology. Secondly it must involve learning how to employ
technological devices, wherever appropriate. Thirdly. In relation to CDT. it must
include some tovolvement in and understanding of the areas of technology that
can be related to designing and making, (p. 128)
Neither the ITEA nor the B C curriculum stresses the importance of

technological critique as a n aim of technology education. For example, i n the
B C document:
The aim of Technology EducaUon Is to enable students to become
confident and responsible In solving technological problems, and striving
for product excellence, and creative lifelong learning. (BC. 1992, p. 35)
The aim of achieving 'social consciousness' may imply some form of critical
understanding of technology, but there is little indication as to how s u c h
understandtag might be achieved. Technological literacy is referred to i n the
Rationale of the B C document which states:
Technology, whether traditional or advanced. Is the dominant force of this
century. It is as baisic to education as language and numeric literacy. The
roots of technology will always be people using tools and materials, and
thinking, and thoughts to modify and create articles and environments to
enhémce the quality of life. Only a technologically Hterate person can combine
the practical use of tools and materials with systems and processes in an
informed and ethically responsible way. (ibid, p. 15)
It might be understood from the Rationale statement that technological literacy
Is the ability to use tools and materials In a n iriformed and responsible way. If
this is the intended meaning, it is not a n adequate description of technological
literacy that is required of all citizens, whether or not they are active i n
developing, or implementing technologies. The writers do not expound on the
notions of informed or ethicaUy responsible.

There is no mention of students

critiquing technology, as the assumption has been predetermined that students
are to combine the use of tools and materials with systems and processes. The
ITEA document suggests that students will become technologically literate (and
capable) by using technology in a variety of ways such as using technology to
satisfy h u m a n needs (ITEA, 1990). Some form of critique may be implied i n
s u c h goals as "evaluating technological ventures according to their positive and

negative, planned and unplanned, and immediate and delayed consequences
(ibid, p. 20).
Although the definitions of technological literacy are not clearly
articulated i n the ITEIA or B C curricula, it is clear that technological literacy is
not Intended to encourage students to question the assumptions that
technology and technology education should be devoted to the support of
commodity production and economic growth, i n the context of a capitalist
market economy. DeVore (1991) comments that one of the major errors made
by technology educators is their attempt to define technological literacy without
examining the paradigmatic foundations for the definitions. Without
substantive clarification of the meaning of technological literacy a n d
identification of its underl5dng paradigms, the reverent inclusion of
technological literacy as a goal of technology education is essentially rhetorical.
Neither the I T E ^ nor the B C curricula comment on the possibility of
critiquing and exploring the principles of a 'technological society', a n d the
possibility of debating what sort of moral, ecological, economic, a n d political
societies we might wish to establish. Consequently, they do not examine the
roles that technology and technology education might play i n fostering s u c h
considerations. In the context of the narrow view of technological Uteracy
expressed i n the ITEA and B C curricula, the characterization of society as
technological, represents a device which is likely to Impede students from
countering the indoctrination resulting from the promise of technology.

The

I T E ^ and B C curricula are not likely to be helpful i n creating forms of socially
constructive technological Uteracy.

G. Summary
Both the ITEA and B C documents propose concepts of technology which
focus on things. Information and practices associated with male endeavours i n
the industrial domain of the public sphere. The significant concentration on
problem-solving of technological problems and making things is oriented to
preparing students to become adaptable, flexible, enterprising, compliant
workers for their future careers i n industry and business.
The curricula reflect only the interests and experiences of secondary
educators. HistoricaUy the curricula accommodated primarily under-achieving
boys, and i n the recent curricular revisions, attempts to attract other students,
display a lack of understanding of students' social position, oppressions,
economic status. Interests, values and technological needs. Needs of
impoverished students are not addressed as the curricula deal with middleclass activities, as they might be taught by middle-class teachers, i n middleclass schools. Technocratic problem-solving, and the focus on making more
a n d better things and systems, serves Industrial-capitalism. This vocational
bias attends to a limited range of students, primarily boys who are interested i n
pursuing projected vocational or technical careers, to the exclusion of
academically-oriented students. The technologies of the public sphere, beyond
the industrial domain, as well as technologies of the private sphere are given
little attention, while technologies of peoples of other nations and cultures are
ignored or trivialized. Problematlzing technological issues that may address the
everyday needs of all students have not been considered.
Historically females, aboriginals and various ethnic and racial groups

have been excluded from the development of Industrial education curricula.
Voices that may question, redirect and enhance the selection of knowledge, that
celebrate cultural, political, or religions differences, and that work to resist
sexism, racism, and classlsm are not reflected i n the revised curricula.
Dialogue that encourages a polyphony of mices and values differences of
perspective, may effect a transformation of technology education curricula by
challenging the dominant discourse of the voices of power. The voices that
influenced both the ITEA and the B C curricula predominantly represented the
interests and experiences of white, male, Industrial educators. The curricula
have been designed/or others, with little effort directed at designing curricula
with others.
Neither the ITEA or the B C curricula are appropriate for all students,
address the everyday private and public needs of students, or are likely to
promote forms of socially constructive technological literacy. The revisions
have resulted i n curricula which do little more than paint over the rust of the
former industrial education curricula. Therefore, transformation, not revision,
of the premises of current technology education is essential. A s technology is
'the way we take u p the world', technology education could play a pivotal role i n
creating democratic education. This would mean asking some very
fundamental questions and would require addressing the structural a n d
relational interconnections between educational institutions a n d the larger
economic and political institutions.

Chapter IV:

Towards Transformative Technology Education
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A. Introduction
This exploratory Inquiry of technology education began by asking some
fundamental questions about recent curricular revisions of technology
education curricula. The answers are not reassuring. Revisions to the
curricula are cosmetic, cliché, partial and partisan. The inherent sexism,
racism, and classlsm of former industrial education curricula have not been
dealt with i n the revised technology education curricula. The revisions are not
relevant a n d appropriate because everyday private and public needs of students
are treated as anclUaiy to the social reproduction of human resources with
compliant dispositions, i n order to serve industrial-capitalist needs. Significant
outcomes of the curricular modifications are technological problem-solving and
commodity design and production capabilities.
Technology educators have neither acknowledged nor articulated the
paradigms i n which technology education are located. Because the paradigms
have not been explicated, the authentic goals of technology education are
obscured. The curricula contribute to, rather than overturn technological
exploitation of people and this planet, because they overlook the contradictions
between liberal educational goals and schooling for democracy.
The shortcomings of technology education curricula i n creating critically
technologically literate citizens invite the question of what can be done to
transform the curricula to achieve that end. The principal weakness of
technology education curricula arises from its failure to recognize the
hegemony associated with the technological world i n which h u m a n s operate.

This chapter introduces pedagogies which may be worthy of
consideration as appropriate and potentially effective methodologies to counter
hegemony and thereby facilitate socially constructive technology education.
Current solutions, s u c h as integration of subjects and mainstreaming of others,
are shown to be deficient i n their ability to effect such transformative curricular
changes. Critical, Freirian, and feminist pedagogies are shown to offer
possibilities In problematlzing the reproduction of social inequalities i n schools
a n d may point the way to more equitable and j u s t education, a n d to the
creation of equitable and just societies.

B. Could Technology Education Contribute to Transformative Education?
Based on the problematic nature of technology education Identified i n
this thesis, it would be conceivable to conclude that technology education
should not be taught at all i n schools. This critique, however, does not suggest
that technology education is necessarily any more problematic t h a n any other
subject area. If this same kind of inquiry was applied to other school subjects,
similar concerns may also be Identified for those subject areas.
Rejecting technology education as a subject area worthy of study is
inappropriate for other reasons as well. Because technology is so m u c h a part
of our lives, being anti-technology is i n effect being anti-human.

However,

there is justification for Loithinkirig and rethinking technology education i n its
present forms. This may require deconstructing the very premises of current
technology education curricula and reconstructing curricula w h i c h are just,
equitable and dedicated to social transformation.

AltJiough, all of education may warrant such restructuring. It may be
reasonable to start with technology education for the following reasons:
1.

Technology Is Integral to our very being as "the world of
technology Is the s u m total of what people do..." (Franklin,
1990, p. 123).

2.

Technology education Is an area where students and
teachers can combine theory with practice, thought w i t h
action, and, knowledge Avith experience.

Technology

education can be a place where students and teachers do,
as well as
3.

understand.

Technology education could be a catalyst for a more holistic
education, which connects knowledge from other subject
areas, as well as connecting learning i n the classroom with
the world outside of the classroom.

4.

Technology education is a subject area where students a n d
teachers could l e a m together to be critical of technology,
technology education, and the 'outside' world, so that they are
empowered to create a more humane world.

We are deluged with technology i n almost every aspect of our day-to-day
experiences: b m s h i n g our teeth; preparing a meal i n the moming; transporting
ourselves to school; communicating with someone across town; lobbying
against deforestation, chemical spraying, damming of our rivers; a n d Intmsion
of educational technology into classrooms. Schools historically have ignored
the everyday and political aspect of our lives, and students are expected to

mysteriously know how to take up the world once they leave home and school.
Viewing technology as 'black boxes' of technological paraphernalia, rather than
as part of our everyday, and believing that 'experts' are i n control of technology
i n political and economic spheres, creates a sense powerlessness,

indifference

and political apathy typical of citizens of liberal democracies.
Technology education could be a n area where genuine education for the
needs of the students and of society could occur. Maxwell (1984) maintains
that the world needs a n Intellectual revolution instead of a scientific or
technological revolution. Rather than devote our efforts to the construction of
new 'knowledge, skills, and attitudes', he suggests that what we ought to be
doing is committing our efforts towards enhancing personal and social wisdom.
This wisdom should guide us to behave i n new and appropriate ways:
This new kind of inquiry gives intellectual priority to the personal and
social problems we encounter in our lives as we strive to realize what is
desirable and of value-problems of knowledge and technology being
intellectualfy subordinate and secondary, (p. v)
The tragedy of current social and environmental conditions on our planet is
testimony to our lack of wisdom, when we act and then think about the
consequences after the fact. Our short term wants and needs supersede
concerns about the longer term effects of our actions. A n Intellectual
revolution may be needed If life on this planet is to be saved from annihilation.
Students and teachers, together, can realize and develop capabilities a n d
strategies to look ahead and change the direction of technology education and
technology.

For example, through collective deliberations and actions, people

may find ways to make uimecessary, dam construction, nuclear energy
production, military spending, exploitation of workers, hunger, pollution.

accumulation of wealth by the few, and Inadequate education.

C. Understanding Hegemony-Key to Educational Transformation
Apple (1990) maintains that schools "create a n d recreate forms of
consciousness that enable social control to be maintained without the necessity
of dominant groups having to resort to overt mechanisms of domination" (p. 3).
Understanding how this Is accomplished may be useful if technology education
is to be transformed into a n equitable and just subject area. One step towards
understandmg is to acknowledge "that the current and emerging organization
of a large part of our economic, political, and cultural institutions is neither
equal nor just" (Apple, 1988, p. 178). Technology educators must "'school*
(themselves! about the unequal realities of this society [so they] can make it
possible for the students, teachers and others with whom [they] work to have
the resources for recognizing and acting on these realities as well" (ibid, p. 179).
They must also comprehend the correlation between societal a n d educational
Inequalities. To do this, Apple (1990) suggests that schools, knowledge, and
educators must be *situated* i n the larger whole of which they are a part:
The key word here, obviously, is situated....we need to place the
knowledge that we teach, the social relations that dominate classrooms,
the school as a mechanism of cultural and economic preservation and
distribution, and firudly. ourselves as people who work in these
institutions, back into the context in which they reside....in a complex,
stratified, and unequal society, (p. 3)
According to Apple (1990). the key is understanding the 'structural
relations' of schooling i n the light of the concept of hegemony. He argues that

societal, economic and educational ideologies' are secondary to hegemony as
ideologies change with the interests of the day, but that:
...hegemony acts to 'saturate' our very consciousness, so that the
educational, economic and social world we see and interact with, and the
commonsense interpretations we put on it. becomes the world tout court,
the only world....Hegemony...refers to an organized assemblage of
meanings and practices, the central, effective and dominant system of
meanings, values and actions which éire Ifued....['lliesel meantogs and
practices still leads to. and comes from, unequal economic and cultural
control, (p. 5. emphasis original)
Dale (1989) suggests that hegemony does not simply maintain the status quo,
b u t that it prevents "rejection, opposition or alternatives to the status quo" (p.
43). Hegemony is i n effect what most people sense as reality or cotrvmonsense.
This reality, nonetheless, is generally not of our own making. Commonsense
ways of looking at the world are permeated with meanings that s u s t a i n our
powerlessness. Ideological saturation permeates our everyday experience and
we use these ideological frameworks to help us make sense of the world i n
w h i c h we live. We come to believe that we are neutral participants i n society as
economic a n d ideological interests are often concealed. We seldom question the
interests being served by dominant ideologies.
Apple (1990) comments that schools act as "agents of cultural and
ideological hegemony...as agents of selective tradition and of cultural
'incorporation'" (p. 6). He states that general education is aimed at:

Smith (1991) mterprets ideology as more than political beliefs. She
comments that based on Marx and Engels' definitions, ideology is "a means through
which the class that rules a society orders and sanctions the social relations which
support its hegemony. The concept of ideology here focuses on social forms of
consciousness (the ways in which people think and talk with one another) which
originate outside the actual workii^ relations of people going about their everyday
busmess and are imposed upon them" (p. 234-235). She reminds us that these social
relations reflect men's relations as it is men who are in the position of authority in
North American society.

...the production of agents to fill existing economic roles and
reproduction of dispositions and meanings In these agents that will
'cause' them to accept these eillenatlng roles without too much
questioning. They become aspects of hegemony, (ibid. p. 10)
The dispositions of student 'agents' have been referred to i n earlier chapters as
corporate attributes—obedient, creative, adaptable, problem-solvers, cooperative,
critical thinkers^. These dispositions are considered exclusively i n behavioral
terms and teachers are "to observe students displaying the identified
appropriate behaviour(s)..." (ibid, p. 9). Apple (1990) contends that
"unquestioning acceptance of authority and of the vicissitudes of life i n
institutional settings are among kindergartner's first lessons" (p. 57). Schooling
therefore plays a pivotal role as a mechanism for social control. Freire (1985)
contends that "it is not hard to find educators whose idea of education is 'to
adapt the learner to [their] environment" (p. 116). A s described i n chapter 3,
both the ITEA and B C curricula make several references to the notion that
students are to l e a m to be 'adaptable'.
The ideology of technology education reflects the liberal democratic
ideology i n North American society as it is closely affiliated with technological
developments:
[Flrstfy],...schooling critically affects the level of economic growth and
progress though its link with technology. The level of technological

Apple (1990) suggests that these attributes are a part of the social
control of students which centres around consensus ideology. For example, for the
behavioral attribute of critical thinker, "what one is 'crlUcally reflectmg' about is often
vacuous, ahlstorical. one-sided, and ideologically laden" (p. 7). This Is mirrored in
technology educaUon curricula where 'critical thinking' is related to technological
problem-solving and commodity production. Students ought to be encouraged to
critique the veiy 'education* that is being 'tiansmltted' to them. For Freire (1973),
crttical thinking is in contiast to natue thinking which tries to conform to what is
normal, commonsense. Freire contends that critical thinking "constantiy immerses
Itself In temporality without fear of the risks involved" (p. 81).

growth Is taken to determine the level of economic growth and is itself
seen to be dependent on the level of schooling....[Secondly]....the
education system is seen as providing a ladder and an avenue for social
mobility...m which the onfy qualification for personal advancement is
'ability'....Finally, education and the culture it both produces and
transmits are viewed as Independent and autonomous....The idealism
within liberal tradition present both culture and schoobng as politically
neutral forces for social change. (Dale. 1976. as quoted in Apple. 1990.
p. 18-19)
Osborne (1991) emphasizes that "this very linkage between technical knowledge
a n d schooling helps generate, not reduce, inequality" (p. 19):
This system of structured inequality is integral to capitalism, and its
strength and stability rest upon the fact that most people see it as
natural and inevitable. The victims of the system tend to blame not the
system for its inequalities, but themselves for their failure to "make it".
In this way. the dominant groups in society maintain their hegemony.
They do not have to use coercion or physical force. They persuade those
they dominate that this is simply the way the world works. Indeed, they
probably believe It quite sincerety. As a result, awkward questions are
not asked. The status quo is maintained, (ibid, p. 47, italics original)
The notion that we live i n a technological society is widely accepted as Implying
that there Is little anyone can or should do to control or direct technological
developments.

Technology education curricula pay unquestioning homage to

the technologiccd society, and maintain a stance of adapting to that 'reality',
rather than questioning that 'reality'.
Osborne (1991) suggests that "it is the interplay between curricular
knowledge—the stuff we teach, the 'legitimate culture'—and the social relation of
classroom life" that helps us to see the inequity of schooling (p. 40). Apple
stresses that this is not a plot but a result of economic and political principles
that affect our everyday lives. Inequality occurs as specific knowledge is
selected a n d ideological hegemony is transmitted through the hidden
curriculum. The legitimate knowledge is selected from a m u c h larger universe
of possible knowledge, based on the value-decisions of those i n positions to

choose. For example, what is selected for knowledge i n technology education
curricula, and what is excluded, is closely tied to liberal democratic principles
of industrial-capitalism. The knowledge selection, a form of cidtural

capital

reflects the doctrine of those i n power. In industrial-capitalist societies, m u c h
of what is considered important knowledge In technology education a n d i n all of
general education. Is determined by males.
The selection of knowledge for current technology education curricula
necessarily reflects the interests, values and life experiences of those controlling
c u r r i c u l u m design. Additionally, it must be noted that for the present, this
knowledge is also filtered through male teachers who have been trained as
industrial educators—many with trades backgrounds. Bias i n the selection of
knowledge for technology education may not have been intended, as the
selection may be based on Ideological and economic presuppositions w h i c h
provide their commonsense

rules for their thoughts and actions.

Another factor which contributes to hegemony i n technology education is
the common belief that technology and education are 'value-neutral. B y not
expUcating the paradigms i n which schools, knowledge and educators are
situated, prevailing ideological hegemony remains entrenched. Freire (1989a) is
critical of those who claim that education is value-neutral: "Those who talk of
neutrality are precisely those who are afraid of losing their right to use
neutrality to their own advantage" (p. 149).

^
As a member of recent BC Ministry of EducaUon technology educaUon
curriculum revision teams, whenever I questioned the assumptions of my male peers,
not only was I tieated with intolerance and anger, but 1 was frequentiy told to use my
commonsense. My commonsense differed radicalfy from the commonsense of most
male members of the committee.

Counter-hegemony which problematlzes the structural and relational
connections between liberal democracies and education is essential if schooling
is to be democratic. This involves a major critique of all aspects of education
that includes "reinventing the world of knowledge, of thought, of symbols and
Images, not of course by repudiating everjrthing that has been done b u t by
subjecting it to exacting scrutiny and criticism from the position of women [and
others] as subject (or knower)" (Smith, 1991, p. 253).

D. Current Solutions
(i)

Integration of Subjects

Technology educators are beginning to recognize that education, as it is,
is not appropriate or relevant for all students. Integration of subject matter
and/or inclusion of others into mainstream curricula are approaches that have
been implemented i n some schools.
In the U S A i n particular, there has been a move to Integrate technology,
science a n d mathematics into 'mini-engineering' courses. These efforts at
integration do not address interests of others, social and environmental issues,
aesthetic concerns, or technologies of the private sphere. It should be noted
that mathematics and science, like technology are subject areas w h i c h are also
male-dominated.
Integration of technology education with subject areas traditionally
associated with females has been attempted In the United Kingdom.
Technology education has become a n umbrella for five subject areas: craft,
design and technology (CDT) (industrial education); home economics; business

education; art education; and, Information technology (computer studies). O n
a recent British Council sponsored tour of technology education programs In
the United Kingdom, the 'technology education' that I observed was essentially
C D T except for the fact that about half of the teachers were female.

The

emphasis was similar to the commodity design and realization of the former
C D T curriculum. The materials range had expanded to Include textiles and
foods, and the Integration of art and design helped ensure that the commodities
were aesthetically pleasing and marketable. Critiquing technological
development was not Included In the curriculum. Students' activities and
examinations revolved around lock-step 'design briefs', which demonstrated
analytical problem-solving capabilities and highlighted final products. The
female teachers that I talked with expressed concern that the male C D T
teachers had taken control of technology education and that Important 'social*
aspects of art and home economics were lost.
Integration with other subject areas might help to Incorporate knowledge
traditionally ignored by industrial education and technology education, but it
may do little to challenge the premises of the subjects being Integrated.
Integration of male-oriented and female-oriented subject areas s u c h as
technology and home economics is susceptible to defaulting to a form of men's
studies.

(ii)

Mainstreaming of Otliers

Recent research by Eyre (1991), i n British Columbia home economics
education and technology/industrial education classrooms, shows the

inadequacies of addressing gender inequity by balancing enrolments of female
and male students i n coeducational classrooms:
... gender equity involves more than questions of access, sex
stereotyping, and gender bias in student-teacher interaction. As Rich
(1985) says, it means taking women students serlousfy. It means
understanding the inequities that result when traditional power relations
enter mto our daily lives in classrooms. It means re-examlntng the
taken-for-granted experiences we have as women and men, girls and
boys. It means recognizing the diversity of human experience, revaluing
women's knowledge and women's work, and changing traditional ways of
relating. It means placing gender relations on the agenda in the
classroom, (p. 217, emphasis added)
Feminists maintain that, along with gender power relations, other unbalanced
social relations s u c h as race and class, must also be placed on the agenda i n
the classroom.
Technology educators have endeavoured to make the curricula girlJriendly by appending a people context (BC, 1992). In the United Kingdom,
studies on the performance of male and female design and technology students
designing a n d making artefacts within three different contexts:

industry,

environmenf, and people, showed that girls perform better if the artefacts are
for reed people rather than for a real or imagined community or industrial
setting (APU, 1991). Nevertheless, problematlzing the realities a n d everyday
experiences of these redL people In order to assist them In transforming their
lives is not part of their studies. The emphasis of the curriculum is on making
and designing commodities.
One approach employed by some British Columbia school districts to

By 'environment' the writers are referring to activity relating to the
'community' which consists of public service areas and public spaces (APU. 1991). The
BC (1992) document essentially duplicates these three contexts: world of work,
communtiy, and individuaL

make industrial education more attractive to females has been to install hightechnology packaged-learning technology labs, that are cleaner, brighter and
less intimidating than the former industrial shops. These facelifts, ignore the
origin of the exclusion of others from technology education.
But adding women means re-examining the rules that determine
inclusion in the first place....The omission of women is not just a
question of oversight. Our very conceptions of education, of what is
worth knowing, and of the disciplines are challenged by the process of
mcluding women. (Gaskell & McLaren, 1991. p. 224)
Technology educators have not attempted to re-examine the rules and to
question why others have sidestepped Industrial education and technology
education. Based on notions of a deficit-theory, the common perception is that
girls need to learn male-oriented technologies. However, there is no
corresponding thinking regarding males learning female-oriented technologies^.
Mcintosh (1984) has developed a five phase model to describe levels of
integration of females into mainstream curricula. She characterizes these
phases as follows:
Phase 1, Womanless History; Phase 2, Women in Histoiy; Phase 3,
Women as Problem. Anomaly, or Absence in History: Phase 4. Women as
History; Phase 5, History Reconstructed. Refined, and Transformed to
mclude us all. (p. 26)
Phase 1 ignores females. Phase 2 Includes the contribution of exceptional
females (add females and stir). Phase 3 raises the questions of gender, race,
class Inequity as issues for discussion. Phase 4 draws on the experiences of

In a discussion with a BC technology education writing group member,
regarding mandating females into male-biased technology education, he stated that it
was Imperative that girls learn male-oriented technologies, and that by suggesting
otherwise that I was doing a "great disservice" to females. He dismissed the idea of
males needing to learn female-oriented technologies, as he reasoned that these
technologies were/are "relatively unimportant" to the economic viability of the student
and society.

those traditionally excluded, resulting i n a radically altered knowledge base.
Phase 5 "completes the epistemological transformation so that all h u m a n i t y is
included, a n achievement that is still far off (Rothschild, 1988, p. 40).
Analysis of the ITEA and B C curricula indicates that they are between Phase 1
a n d Phase 2, because they attempt to add some girl toys to the boy toys.
The Mcintosh integrative model, i n addition to being applied to females,
could be applied to others who have been excluded from technology education.
Rothschild (1988) cautions that "if feminist educators concentrate only on
'mainstreamlng', female-defined scholarship will be overwhelmed by the
traditional and still powerful disciplinary canons" (p. 4). Adding females and
others Avithout articulating and challenging the paradigms which previously
excluded them, is not likely to effect transformation of inequitable a n d unjust
mainstream curricula.

E . Possible Pedagogies for Counter-Hegemony
Recently, faculties of education have been training teachers to provide a
more student-centered learning. In my own training, the emphasis was on the
inquiry/discovery model which concentrates on 'individual' learning within the
parameters of the classroom. Although, this method of teaching may be a n
improvement on the former transmission-orientation of schooling, this model is
perceived as apolitical because students are not encouraged to question the
education that they are receiving.
Alternatively, critical. Freirian and feminist pedagogies are expUcitly
political pedagogies. T h ^ may offer more possibility of problematizing the

reproduction of social Inequalities i n schools. As they are focused on social
transformation, they give possibility to more equitable and j u s t education.
Critical pedagogy opens up for discussion, the contradictions a n d illusions of
liberal democratic education, i n order to create more equitable social and
economic relations i n schools and i n society. Freirian pedagogy is based on
'collective' participation of students and teachers i n understanding and solving
local problems i n ways that relate the process to larger structural Issues.
Feminist pedagogy is directed towards ending the unequal social position of
females by including both females and female experiences i n education. A n y
one of these pedagogies, or combinations of them, may encourage resistance to
social control and reproduction and thus contribute to counter-hegemony.

(i)

Critical Pedagogy

Apple (1988) recounts the goals of The Public Education Network, a n
organization committed to democratic schooling and critical pedagogy. They
have established three requisite elements for democratic schooling:
The first is 'critical literacy'. The emphasis here is on both of these
terms. Not just the ability to read and write, but peirtlcular kinds of
dispositions are important~e.g., 'the motivation and capacity to be
critical of what one reads, sees, and hears: to probe and go beyond the
surface appearances and question the common wisdom'. The second
element tacludes 'knowledge and understanding of the diverse
intellectual, cultural and scientific traditions.' This is not limited to the
traditions of high or elite culture and the academic disciplmes. It needs
to go beyond these to 'the histories and cultural perspectives of those
people, tacluding women and minorities, traditionalfy excluded from
formal study.' [Thlrdlyj, a democratic curriculum must include the
'ability to use knowledge and skill' in particular ways to create and
'pursue one's own interests; to make informed personal and public
decisions; and to work for the welfare of the community, (p. 189-190)
Osborne (1991) explains that critical pedagogy Is not uniform a n d that "by the

very word critical indicates its commitment to criticism and constant
reassessment of its assumptions" (p. 50). He outlines elements for critical
pedagogy:
(1)

CriUcal pedagogy...must be philosophically informed and it must
draw its theory not merefy from the world of educaUon...but from
the social and poliUcal realms also....Teachers must realize that
all educaUon is polidcal educaUon in that it is Intended to give
special status to some views of the world and to condemn others,
either by negative critique or by simple omission....

(2)

Critical pedagogy....consists of an analjrsis of the role and
functions of schooling....(that view] schools as arenas of conflict
where differing agendas meet and which thus contain the
possibility of genuinely educational work....

(3)

Learning must be based on and arise from what students already
know....Critical pedagogy...Insists that pedagogy that ignores
students' experience and culture is not only doomed to failure
but, much worse, represents a form of ideological Imposition
which, in turn reflects and enhances a particular balance of
political and social power....

(4)

Critical pedagogy Insists upon classrooms that operate on
humane and democratic principles, in which there is an open
and equal relationship between teachers and students. £ind in
which there is a heavy reliance on discussion and dialogue....

(5)

Crlticed pedagogy [emphasizes]...student empowerment leading to
action for social change. Students must leam to think and to
act. They must become personally reflective and socially
conscious, (ibid. p. 50-54)

Osbome believes that if we wish to establish societies w h i c h foster
democratic citizenship, "we must pay attention both to c u r r i c u l u m and to
pedagogy, to what we teach and how to teach it" (ibid, p. 119). He defines
citizenship as "the way we see the world around us, local, national, and global,
and by the part we choose to play i n it" (ibid, p. 118). Osbome maintains that
education for democratic citizenship, requires that educators clearly articulate
their phflosophy so that tiiey can understand that education is socially and

politically situated^. However he cautions that:
...it must be mtellectually and morally defensible. A racist could have an
extremely clear vision of society and education, but it is a vision that
should not be allowed to influence education. A vision of education
must be able to meet the tests traditionally associated with education.
Intellectually, it must respect factual evidence, be open to critical
revision, and incorporate the principles of reasoned inquliy and debate.
Morally, it must meet the tests of fairness and justice, respect the rights
of individuals and promote democratic prmciples. (p. 122).
For technology education, critical pedagogy could mean that students
and teachers could critically examine technology with respect to Its political
and social consequences.

It could also mean questioning the purpose of

technology education, and could Insist on student empowerment where
students could make a difference.

Students and teachers could mutually

create their own learning. Kreisberg (1992) maintains that this type of learning
requires power with rather than power over students.

(ii)

Freirian Pedagogy

Freire is considered to be a major contributor to critical pedago©^
(Osborne, 1991, Wefler, 1988). "Freire is committed to a belief i n the power of
individuals to come to a critical consciousness of their own being i n the world"
(Wefler, 1988, p. 17). Freire's work is dedicated to 'praxis', w h i c h he describes
as the combination of reflective thought and action to 'transform' the world.
Freire believes that to be fully h u m a n is to take part In the world rather than
being a passive recipient of the dominant Ideology. "If teaching does not

When discussing the need for a clear philosophical basis with one of the
chief participants of the BC technology education writing team, the response was that,
'We should leave our philosophy at home and just get on with designing classroom
activities and facilities."

empower students to understand their world i n order to transform it for the
better, then it is not worth pursuing" (ibid, p. 56)
Dialogue is essential for Freire's vision of democratic pedagogy. Three
features are necessary for effective dialogue where students a n d teachers
collaborate as 'knowers' and 'learners': love, humility and faith (Freire, 1973).
"Dialogue cannot exist...in the absence of a profound love for the world and for
(people)....Because love is a n act of courage, not of fear, love is commitment
to....the cause of liberation" (p. 77-78, emphasis added). For teachers,

hiuvMy

means relinquishing their position as 'knowers' and becoming partners i n
learning. Without ^ t t h i n people "to make and remake, to create a n d recreate...to be more fully human....dialogue is a farce which inevitably
degenerates into paternalistic manipulation" (ibid, p. 79, emphasis added).
Freire (1989b), Glroux & Simon (1989), and others recognize that the
source of knowledge comes from questioning. Educators must, themselves,
l e a m how to ask questions. Freire (1989b) maintains that "the basic
questions...arise out of everyday life, because that is where the issues are" (p.
37).

He insists that we must never refuse to answer students' questions:
I believe...that this repression of questioning Is onty one dimension of a
greater repression—the repression of the whole person, of people's
expressiveness in their relations to the world and with the world, (ibid, p.
36)

This means questioning the everyday commonsense both outside and Inside the
classroom. For technology education students, this could mean questioning
the selected content and delineated pedagogies for technology education,
questiomng the assumptions and beliefs of their teachers as well as
themselves, and perhaps asking other questions that technology educators

have been reluctant to ask.

(Ui)

Feminist Pedagogy

There are many different feminisms and resulting feminist pedagogies.
Mainstreaming, as explained above is a n approach of liberal feminism. B r i s k l n
(1990) offers a conception of feminist pedagogy which may be more effective
t h a n liberal feminist notions, i n creating social transformation:
Feminist pedagogy is about teaching from a feminist world view; from a
perspective on the world which is in favour of sharing of power, privilege,
property and opportunities: which recognizes the systematic and
systemic oppression of women [or any human being); which believes in
the possibility of cheinge; and which understands the need to organize
collectively to make change. By definition, feminist pedagogy challenges
what is seen to be the obvious, the natural, the accepted, the
unquestioned, (p. 22)
Although, feminist pedagogy has common goals with critical a n d Freirian
pedagogy, it places not only gender, but other inequities i n the foreground:
...the experiences of women (and of First Nations people, working-class
people, visible minorities and other disadvantaged groups) must be
mcorporated in to the curriculum. Children from all these groups must
come to feel that the schools are for and about them, not just for and
about privileged white meiles. The purpose of schooling must be to
"empower"...them, to give them the ability to participate fully in
struggles, large and small, to gain respect, dignity and power. (Gaskell.
McLaren & Novogrodsky. 1989. p. 41)
Additionally, feminist pedagogy emphasizes: 'subjective' experience as well as
'objective' experience; 'emotion' as well as 'reason'; and, 'private sphere'
knowledge as well as 'public sphere' knowledge.
Feminist pedagogy, based on shared power with students, could
challenge everyday experiences of domination. This could mean transforming
the gender power relations, as well as other power relations of technology and
technology education. This could Involve the inclusion of female-oriented

technologies, and relating technology to the everyday experience of students
rather than to the public sphere. This would require open dialogue and
questioning of the current male and industrial biases of technology education.
Sharing of power could be the begmning of equitable and Just technology
education.

F. Summary
Technology education is a n essential component of the general education
of students. Although both traditional and revised curricula may promote
rather than counter hegemony, it may be possible to create counter-hegemonic
curricula. Integration of subjects and mainstreamlng of those traditionally
excluded from technology education represent two common ways i n w h i c h
some of the inequities arising from hegemony have been addressed. These
approaches may reduce some inequities, but do little to either acknowledge or
challenge hegemony which underlies the inequities.
Critical, Freirian, and feminist pedagogies are radical alternatives to
current transmission-oriented technology education. A brief consideration of
these pedagogies suggests that they may be worthy of consideration as models
for effecting transformative, counter-hegemonic technology education. A
critical factor In Implementing such pedagogies is the teachers themselves.
Teachers must be committed to h u m a n dignity, social equality a n d liberation.
S u c h teachers would have to examine their own experiences so that they could
unlearn their previous teaching experiences. This means examining their
commonsense notions about technology, technology éducation, and society. It

also means questioning what education and technology education is for and
means examining how technology education contributes to gender, race, class,
and other oppressions.
Critical, Freirian, and femimst pedagogies could empower technology
education students through participation and decision-making i n technological
matters that are real, and withm their capability to act on. Democratic
classrooms could lead to democratic citizens, who could create democratic
societies, that i n t u r n could maintain democratic classrooms. This process can
begin through the daily interactions within technology education classrooms,
critiquing a n d acting on technological issues of immediate relevance to
students, teachers, and society.

Chapter V: Summary and Conclusions
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A. Thesis Questions
For many years, technology education (previously called Industrial
education) operated as a program of study which mainly taught, to underachieving boys, knowledge and skills that were primarily intended to be useful
for future production-oriented technological employment. This thesis identified
several problems relating to the narrow range of students participating i n
technology education, the appropriateness of the content, and the social
implications of technology education. Recent revisions of technology education
curricula by the International Technology Education Association (ITEA, 1990)
a n d the British Columbia Ministry of Education (BC, 1991) were examined to
determine the extent to which such problems were addressed. The questions
raised, and the conclusions drawn regarding these questions, are as follows:

1.

Do the curricula provide a basis for technology
which is appropriate for all students at all grade

education
levels?

A consideration of the content and pedagogy of the revised curricula
indicates that the curricula are no more suitable for a broad range of students
t h a n were the previous Industrial education curricula. The content of the
curricula mirror the content organizers of the previous Industrial education
curricula a n d were designed without the benefit of significant input from a
range of Interests w h i c h may be necessary to achieve a broadly relevant
curriculum. TTie revised curricula have attempted to address problems
associated with low participation by females, certain ethnic groups a n d

students of varying abilities and social status. However, rather t h a n address
the problems i n a substantial way, they have been dealt with superficially.
Sexism i n the revised curricula is dealt with by stating that the curricula are
suitable for all students (i.e. girls as well as boys) and by suggesting that
'feminine' technologies such as those associated with fabrics might be included
as materials of interest to students. Racism has also been dealt w i t h by stating
that technology education is for all students and by suggesting activities
associated with culturally significant items such as the making of totem poles.
Similarly, classlsm is dealt with by declaring that the curricula are appropriate
for aU students at all grade levels and by including a problem-solving pedagogy
w h i c h may enhance the thinking component of technology education. The
revised curricula continue to focus on the traditional future-oriented
employment expectations of North American white, under-achieving male
students, and consequently undervalue the needs and interests of a variety of
students of differing ages, sex, class, and ethnicity,

2.

Do the curricula provide a basis for technology education
addresses the everyday private and public needs of

which

students?

The content of revised curricula do not expand significantly on the
technologies relating to drafting, woodwork, metalwork, automotive, a n d
electronics. These areas represent the content areas of traditional industrial
education curricula which focus on certain public needs relating to the mass
production of some consumer goods. The technologies of the pubUc sphere
w h i c h are not oriented to industrial production, and technologies of the private

sphere, are given little consideration. The limited range of technologies
suggested i n the curricula result i n studies which are not relevant to the
everyday private and public needs of students.

3.

Are the curricula likely to help create a form of socially
constructive technological

literacy?

The revised curricula state that a goal of the curricula is to effect
technological literacy. Although clear definitions of technological Uteracy are not
provided i n either the ITEA or B C documents, it is clear that the curricula see
technological literacy as including knowledge and skills that would enable
students to become adaptive technical workers i n a technological society.
The curricula do contemplate promoting social consciousness i n the
applications of technology, however, i n the context of a strong emphasis on
acquiring knowledge and developing skills which focus on making things,
critical aspects of technological literacy are minimized.
Neither the ITEA nor the B C curricula consider critiquing the principles
of technological societies, which, through their social, political, a n d economic
structures create a world which is socially and environmentally threatened.
Consequently, the ITEA and B C curricula do not provide a basis for
empowering students to question the industrial-capitalist ideology of North
American societies so that they may help construct societies whose purposes
transcend the Ideologies of mass production and mass consumption. I
conclude that the revised curricula do not contribute significantly to the
development of forms of technological literacy which are Ukely to be socially

constructive.
In considering the basis of deficiencies and problems associated with
technology education curricula, I suggest that technology education Is a
reflection of the hegemony which locks society into the dominant ideologies of
those with power, and I invite inquiry into what can be done to counter that
hegemony. Although technology education must share with other curriculum
areas, responsibility for promoting and maintaining hegemony, technology
education may contribute less to hegemony than do other c u r r i c u l u m areas.
Technology education has primarily served under-achieving boys, whereas
hegemony is characteristic of most members of a society, including a majority
who have not participated i n technology education at the secondary level.

B. Implications of This Study
(i)

For Technology Education

Analysis of technology education curricula suggest that the curriculum
revision process Itself is problematic. It is appropriate that technology
education teachers play a signiflcant role i n the revision of technology
education curricula, however, because the previous industrial education
programs were sexist, racist, and classist, and because the teachers within that
system may be Insensitive to its nature, it is essential to also include a broad
spectrum of voices i n the curriciflum revision process. Although it may not be
easy to determine the appropriate mix of 'stakeholders' who should have input
into the c u r r i c u l u m revision process. It is clear that s u c h considerations are a n
essential component of curriculum revision. It may also follow that teachers In

the specific field of study under revision should not necessarily have the
dominant voices i n the curriculum revision process.
Consideration of critical, Freirian, and feminist pedagogies leads me to
conclude that one of the major problems with curriculum development is that
teachers do it for students. It Is appropriate that curricula be developed with
students rather than/or students. S u c h a n approach may be significant i n
beginning to recognize children as real people, whose experiences a n d interests
are as valid as those of the teachers. S u c h pedagogies may also assist i n
transforming education into a socially constructive enterprise, rather than
maintaining education as a means of Indoctrinating students Into the Ideologies
of those with power. Although this thesis is critical of technology éducation,
consideration of the societal context of technology education suggests that
technology education may be no more problematic than other c u r r i c u l u m
areas. What emerges from my critique is that general education, a n d not j u s t
technology education, ought to be transformed into a more socially constructive
activity.
Considering the traditional focus of technology education on making
things, and the inclusion of student-centered problem-solving thinking skills i n
student actions, technology education is particularly well oriented to the forms
of cooperative and socially constructive learning and action that is
contemplated i n critical pedagogies. Countering hegemony is a n Important
issue for society, and schools may be a place to begin. Technology could well
be a n appropriate focal point and potential model for that beginning.

(ii)

For General Education

The problems and Issues raised regarding technology education
curricula and the curriculum revision process may be generalizable to other
areas of education. Other subject areas ought to be critically examined with
respect to the extent to which they promote hegemony.

Countering hegemony

ought to be a focus throughout all areas of education.

(iii)

For Furtiier Research

Several questions relating to technology education curricula w h i c h arise
from this are deserving of further consideration and research. They include:
1.

What is a n appropriate collection of voices that ought to
determine technology education curricula?

2.

What pedagogies for a socially constructive technology education
are suited to technology education at various grade levels?

3.

What are the essential components of a teacher education
program which contemplate educating teachers who are capable
of animating transformative and socially constructive education?

C. Beginning of a Dialogue
Working for democratic schooling means going against the grain.
Democratic schooling is contrary to current liberal democratic schooling and to
the messages i n our everyday lives from s u c h sources as parent, teachers,
friends, employers, politicians and media. Democratic schooling requires a
great deal of commitment and may be difficult:

Sometimes seeing the connections between our curricular, pedagogical
and evaluative action and the Inequalities In the larger society does
require something of a wrenching experience, a conscious attempt to
step outside our everyday language and commonsense thought. And
often this requires hard and disciplined work. Examining our
institutions relationally. see them as being constructed in a context that
has clear relations of domination and exploitation. Is a labour process
Itself. (Apple. 1988. p. 201-202)
The reasons for explicating and supporting democratic schooling are multifaceted as t h ^ endeavour to depict the complexity and ambiguity of society.
Writing this thesis has presented me with similar complications. The diversity
of problems and issues of technology education, and education generally,
complicated decisions about where to begin or how m u c h to cover. A s my
observed and lived experience of sexism i n technology education has been a
major factor i n my decision to do graduate work, my initial intent was to
address gender inequity. Because of my life experiences, I was also interested
i n examining classlsm as well. Looking at the symptoms of sexism a n d
classlsm led to a n awareness of a more fundamental problem w i t h technology
education and education generally—structural and cultural hegemony i n the
larger society and its relationship to power and knowledge i n the schools.
Questioning the inequalities of our social, economic, political, and
cultural arrangements i n our society and discussing the Inequalities of these
arrangements may help us to imderstand the roles of schools i n reproducing
inequality. This may lead us to consider and take action to create the kinds of
societies i n w h i c h we wish to live. Collaboration with others, particularly other
educators and students, can only enhance this action:
It is only in shared belief £ind insistence that there are practical
alternatives that the balance of forces and chances begins to alter. Once
the mevltabilities are challenged, we begin gathering our resources for a
journey of hope. If there are no easy answers there are still available

discoverable hard answers, and it is these that we can now learn to
make and share. This has been from the beginning and the impulse of
the long revolution. (Williams. 1983. quoted in Apple, 1988. p. 205)
The development of a 'critical' community can originate i n schools—a
community committed to questioning the commonsense of the corporate
'technological/scientific' logic which permeates society and education.
Technology education is a n appropriate subject area to serve as a focus for that
begirming.
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